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ABSTRACT

The Transition to Parenthood: Predictors of Father Involvement and Marital
Satisfaction for First-time Parents

by

Jerry L. Cook, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2002

Major Professor: Dr. Randall M. Jones
Department : Family and Human Development

Thi s study examined some of the factors that influ ence father involvement for firsttime parent s. These variables included : general or cultural attitudes of fa ther involvement,
personal expectations for fath er involvement, and level of satisfaction with the marriage.
A secondary purpose was to examine factors that buffer the decline of marital satisfaction
associated with the transition to parenthood . It was proposed that marit al satisfaction was
associated with having simil ar expectations for father involvement, having father
involvement that met or exceed ed personal expectations, and accurately perceiving
spousal identity. A final purpose was to create a model of father invol vement, originally
represented by the level of time, awa reness, and support a father provid es for his child.
Ninety-six couples enrolled in two prenatal classes participated in this study. Both
mothers and fathers were given nea rly identical surveys for the prenatal (or the third
trimester of pregnancy) and postnatal (when the target child was between 3 and 6 months
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o ld) phases of the study With a 29% attrition rate, the final sample consisted of68
coupl es .
The results indicated that postnatal fathe r involvement was predicted by the level
of marital satisfaction and also by the personal ex pectations that both spouses have for
father involvement. Resu lt s fail ed to support the hypotheses that father involvement would
be signi ficantly related to prenatal general attitudes of father involvement. However, there
was some support that general (or cultural) attitudes change as a fun cti on of personal
experience for father s; the standard set for other fathers seems to be based from and
conform to their own level of involvement.
As expected, postnatal marital satisfaction for both spou ses was strongly related to
fat her involvement. Although postnatal marital sati sfaction was slig htly related to the
si milarit y in spou ses' expectations for father involvement , the exploratory analysis shows
that spou ses with high personal expectations for father involvement (during the prenatal
phase) tend to experience high levels of postnatal marital sati sfaction, regardless of
si mi larity of expectations between spouses. There was a general trend for postnatal
marital sati sfaction to be high when fa ther involvement met or exceeded personal
expectati o ns, and low when fath er in volvement fell short of personal expectations. The
excepti o n is when expectation s were high; spouses with high expectations tend to report
high levels of postnatal marital sati sfa ction regardless of w hether father involvement met,
surpassed, or fell sho rt of those expectations. Contrary to expectations, accurately
perceivi ng spousal identit y was not related to marital satisfaction . Impli cation s are given.
(121 pages)
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CHAPTE R I
INTRODUCT ION

The role that fathers play in their chi ldren's development has recently received a
considerable amount of attention (Blankenhorn, 1995; Lamb, 1998; Parke, 1996).
Although there is some debate among researchers whether fathers contribute to a child's
well-being, and if so, what they contribut e, the bulk of evidence suggests fathers certainly
matter when looking at several childhood outcomes. This study seeks to explore the
different ways fathers become involved, as well as factors that inhibit father involvement.
Ju st as the development of a chi ld begins long before the child is born, there are likely
certain prenatal factors that contribute to the futu re development and involvement of a
father- even before his child is born. Studying fat her involvement in the context of the
tran si tio n to parenthood , a tran sition that Cowan and Cowan ( 1998) describe as a period
of increased risk for the couple, may help reveal some of the attitudes and behaviors that
exist prior to parenthood w hich influence father involvement after the infant is born.
While some attitudes and behaviors may have a direct influence on father
involvement, other factors are thought to influence father involvement indirectly. Some
resea rch maintains that mothers act as "gatekeepers," who control (and often limit) the
level of involvement a father ha s wi th hi s child (Allen & Hawkins, 1999; Hoffman &
Moon, 1999). From this perspective, it would appear that the mothers, and not the
fathers , are respon sible for any lack of paternal involvement.
The mother 's and fat her's att itudes about paternal involvement are generally
measured in one of two ways. The first is to ask the respondent what roles the " average"
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father typi call y performs. This method taps traits and behaviors that society values and
ex pects o f fa thers. T he second approach is to ask respondent s (typically mothers o r
fat hers) abo ut their expectations for a specific father. Fathers report expectations for
them selves, whil e their wives report the expectatio ns they have for the father of their child
(Fox, Bruce, & Combs-Orme, 2000) Some measures ask fo r respondent s' beli efs about
paternit y, but do not specify whether the respondents should think about fathers in general
o r about a parti cular father (Hoffman & Moon, 1999). T he weakness o f these metho ds is
that they are all consid ered a reflection of"attitudes" or "beli efs" abo ut fatherhood . It
may be that general role att itudes, or beliefs for fa thers in general, differ fro m personal
expecta ti o ns fo r fa therhood This study attempts to resolve thi s conceptu al ambiguity and
demonstrate that d istincti ons are necessary when drawing conclusio ns about paternal
involveme nt.
When looking at indirect influences, research has found that the level o f paternal
in vestment depend s on how sati sfi ed the fa ther is with hi s relati onship with the mother
( Blair, Wenk, & Hardesty, 1994). When fathers are sa ti sfi ed with their marital
relati o nship, they are more likely to be involved with their children. Altho ug h it is difficult
to specify th e direction o f the relati o n between marital sati sfacti o n and paternal
involvement, longitudinal data is a step toward identi fy ing the direct and indirect
influe nces o n patern al involvement
Most researc h has suggested that marital sa ti sfactio n decreases due to the
eno rmo us amount o f change associated wit h the transitio n to parenthood (Ambry, 1993 ;
Bel sky & Kelly, 1994) Wit h the birth of a child, the ident iti es o f new parent s become
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more complex . For many new parents, it is a time of exploration and redefinition o f self,
respo nsibil iti es, relat ionships, and beliefs (Belsky & Kelly; Burke & Cast, 1997;
Levy-S hifT, 1994)
One step toward managing these changes is for couples to recognize them.
Recent ly marri ed couples tend to be simi lar in their views of themselves and the world
around them (Cook & Jones, in press) . Becoming parents tends to create differences
where simi larit ies once existed in those same beli ef structures (Belsky & Kelly, 1994;
Burke & Cast, 1997). If these emerging differences are not recogni zed once couples
become parents, misunderstanding and miscommunication may occur because o ne spouse
does not see the viewpoint of the other spouse Therefore, understanding one another's
id entit y may alter the marriage, as well as one's sati sfaction with that marriage . Thi s study
wi ll exam ine thi s assumption by looking at the relat io n between marit al sati sfaction and the
accu racy in describing the identity of one's spouse prior to and after the birth of a child .
The transition to parenthood offers an ideal time to study father involvement
because we can look at how couples go from seei ng themselves as couples to viewing
themselves as parent s and a family unit. Because it is difficult to esti mate the change
invol ved in o ne 's life due to becoming a parent (Cowan et al , 1985; Hobbs, 1965;
LeMasters, 1957), this may be the first time couples think seriou sly about the kind of
parents they want to become. How couples deal wit h this transition may have an influence
on w hether o r not, a nd in what capacities, fathers are involved with their infants.
In su mmary, the main foci for this study is to examine the factors that influence
paternal involvement and marital satisfaction for first-t ime pa rent s. Although attitudes and
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expectations regarding fath er involvement are likely to influence actual involvement, it is
maintained that the di stinction between attitudes and expectations is essential for those
who work with new parents . This study employs a short-t erm longitudinal study to better
understand the context for fath er participation and positive marriages for couples
becoming parents for the first time.

5
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Paternal Involvement

Perhap s it is only natural, on the heels of one of the strongest hi storical movements
of change for American women and mothers, that we shou ld look at the change and roles
for American men, and in particular, fathers . In the last two decades women's
parti cipation in the labor force ha s nearly doubled from 37. 1% to 66 .7%, while the
proportion of mothers in the work force with one month old children nearly tripled from
15% to 40% from the mid 1970s to the late I 980s (K ierman & Leibowitz, 1994; U . S
Bureau of the Census, 1997400) With their increasing involvement in what some had
considered " a man ' s world ," many have questioned whether men cont ribu te eq ually in the
home due to their partners' employment and decrease of time spent at home . Although
fath e rs have increased their activity with their children, the change has been slow and
men ' s involvement has not close to that of mothers (LaRossa, 1997 ; Lenno n &
Rosenfield , 1994; Ross, 1987)

The Importance of Far hers
Literature regarding the evolution of fatherhood in the American culture ha s
emphasized that cult ural cues serve as a road map for helping fathers determine their value
and roles as parents. Despit e the academic lip service that American culture is diverse,
several historia ns acknowledge that their views of fatherhood histories a re biased toward
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fami li es characterized as middle- or upper-cla ss (G ri swold, 1993; La Rossa, 1997; Parke,
1996) Some would further contend that our understanding o f the " American fa mily" is
predominan tly based upon media myth , as well as limited to the elit e (Coontz, 1992 ; Mitz

& Kellogg, 1988) Research on fath er involvement and chi ldhood outcomes also tends to
be biased toward white (and generally middl e-class) fam il y values (for a review see
Marsiglia, Amatio , Day, & Lamb, 2000), perhaps because " they possessed inordinate
power to define American culture" (Takaki, 1993, p. 7).
Changes in what fathers do have likely been influenced by hi storical circumstances.
Blank enho rn (1995) and LaRossa ( 1997), for ex ample, expl ain that the primary
assignment for nurturing chi ldren tran siti oned fro m the father during the Colonial years to
the mothers as a consequence or necessity of war and fathers being increasingly employed
in indu strial occupat ions. During tim es of econom ic strength in our nation, accordi ng to
Griswold ( 1993) and La Rossa, fath ers with favorable incomes would often turn toward
other sources of personal fu lfillm ent (besides producing a su fficient income) by becoming
more involved in the nurturi ng and daily activities of their children .
While some experts (Blanken horn, 1995; Popenoe, 1993), reli gious leaders
(Hinckl ey, 1995) and world leaders (World Congress on the Famili es, 1999) beli eve that
today's societal probl ems are caused by a breakd own of the family structure (e.g., divorce,
ch ild ren born in no nmarital relationships), other researchers point to extraneous factors
(e.g ., socioeconomic disadvantage of fatherless homes) that may account fo r the increased
risk of problems among " nontraditional" famili es (Hetherington, Bridges, ln sabell a, 1998;
McLoyd , 1998) Perhaps this polari zation o f "cither-or" discussions ha s encouraged some
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researchers to conclude that structure and process (e.g., family compositi on, quality of
interaction) innuence childhood ou tcomes (Hetherington et a!. , 1998). Of course, not all
father in vo lvement is good . Involvement that is characterized by hi gh levels of marital or
fam ili al confli ct increase the risk for negat ive child hood outcomes (Amato & Booth,
1997) .
Although debated, Blank enhorn ' s ( 1995) research has argued that a dramatic
polarization of fat he rhood is occurring today . He contends that fathers today are ei ther
much mo re involved than their paternal predecessors, or are choosing to not be involved
at all. De mographic trend s, such as a SO% divorce rate (in which the mo ther is most lik ely
to have primary custody) and unwed births at 33% (in whi ch the father is not in a legal
relati onship wit h the mother and is given few or no paternal rig hts), have overwhelmingly
replaced death as the primary reason for fatherlessness (C herlin, 1992 ; Coney & Mackey,
1998) . Perhaps some of these cultural and hi sto rical factors discourage involvement for
so me fat he rs, whil e other factor s encourage father involvement.
Regardless of the perspecti ve o f fatherhood hi story, and whether that perspective
stems from whit e middle class orientatio n o r a more diversified view, it appears to be clear
th at culture provides fathers with ex pecta ti ons, standards, roles, and even barriers to
cert ain types of involvement. This stud y exami nes the extent that cu ltural no rm s (e.g .,
general a ttitudes) influence father in volvement for coupl es living in no rthern Utah .
Much of the cultural movement toward increased father involvement is due to the
causati onal nature that many researchers (Blankenhorn, 1995; Popenoe, 1993), religious
leaders (Hi nckley, I 995), and world leaders (World Cong ress on the Famili es, 1999) have
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argued that negative chi ldhood outcomes are a direct result from uninvolved fat hering.
Although some backlash from academic opponents maintains that most researchers of the
" fatherh ood movement" are biased (Silverstein & Auerbach, 1999; Stacey, 1993), cultural
messages today generall y maintain that fathers are essenti al to their ch ildren 's healthy
development.
G iven that the level of paternal involvement is relatively stable fro m the child 's
infancy to adolescence, it has been suggested that active paternal involvement should
begin at the child 's birth (Aldous, Mulligan, & Bjarnason, 1998) In general, the greater
the pat e rnal involvement, the better the chi ldhood outcome (Diamond , 1995; Farver &
Wimbarti , 1995 ; Kelley, Smith, Green, Berndt , & Rogers, 1998, Kern s & Bart h, 1995) .
Research has shown that fath er presence and involvement are associated w ith children 's
self- wort h a nd motivation in school (Amato & Gilbret h, 1999; Kakavouli s, 1998), and
g reater empathy among sons (Bernadett-Shapiro, Ehrensaft, & Shapiro , 1996). Among
infants and toddl ers, father involvement has been linked to more po siti ve socio-affective
developme nt (Zaouche, Ricaud , & 13eaumatin, 1998), greater interest in books when their
fath ers read to them (Lyytinen , Laakso, & Poikkeu s, 1998), higher IQ scores (Yogman,
Kindlon, & Earls, 1996), mo re positive relationships between the mot he r and infant
(Diamond), and greater play quality and more cooperative behavior (Kelley et al. ; Kern s &
Barth, 1995).
Fathers have also been fou nd to be instrumental in helping ch il dren develop a sense
of gender identity by directing their toddler children in playing with toys they feel are most
useful in helping the chi ld de velop a sense of gender (Farver & Wimbarti , 1995). Whereas
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mother-child play is usuall y more co nventi ona l, father-c hild play is ofien more physical
and unpredictable, whi ch can help young boys feel mo re competent among their peers
(Dickson, Walker, & Fogel, 1997; Lamb, Frodi , Hwang, & Frodi , 1982; MacDonald &
Parke, 1986; Pettit, Brown , Mize, & Lindsey, 1998) and help young c hildren with
emoti onal regulation (Robert s, 1998).
Children are not the only ones who benefit when fathers are involved. Mothers
tend to experi ence better relationships with their infants too (Diamond, 1995; Jarvis &
Creasy, 199 1). Research on perceptions of fairness in household division supports the
notion that mo thers are typ ically happier, at least with their marriages, when fathers are
involved in household maintenance acti vities (Glass & Fujimoto, 1994) . It may be that
father involvement , whether it is conceptuali zed as spending time with the child or it is
conceptualized as sharing other responsibilities that mothers ha ve performed (cleaning,
meal preparation, etc.), reduces the role strain mothers would otherwise experience
with ou t the involvement of fathers
Fatherhood is also good for men Vari ous benefits of fatherhood have been welldocumented (Griswold, 1993 ; LaRossa , 1997. Palkovit z, Copes, & Woolfolk, 200 I;
Parke, 1996) These benefit s include closer relationships with their own parents, a
broader view of the world, and greater moti vation for succeeding in their employment.
Fatherhood , then , is the perfect complement for men . Men are inclined to want to teach,
provide, and protect , wh il e ch il dren are necdfi.JI and desirous of these characteri stics.
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Father In volvement Revisited
It has been assumed that father invo lvement has depended on both cultural

att itudes and how fathers want ed to be judged accord ing to th ose standards. In general ,
today's cultural at titud es of father involvement are different than previous generations.
Involvement, at least in the minds of the fathers fro m previous generations, may have been
synonymou s with commitment. In other words, fathers who felt they did everything a
father should do to show his commitment (such as wo rking long hours) may have viewed
themselves as highly invol ved fathers. Today, it seems that the cultural message is that a
father is onl y "involved" if he is spending direct time with his child. However, today there
also appears to be greater confusion regarding the cul tural messages presented. Fo r
example. because the breadwinning and more nurturing (or hands-on involvement wi th
one's child ) roles often compete for time, energy, and resources, fathers today may set
their own personal expectations in the context of the needs within their immediate
relationships.

Father Involvement Defined

Much debate has surrounded society's definition of fat her involvement. Hawkin s
and Palk ovit z ( 1999) provide an in-depth review of how father in vo lvement has been
opcrati onalizcd for the past 25 years. For the majority of studies, Hawkins and Palkovitz
show that empirical data has generally consisted of tallying up the number of activities or
total time the father spends with his child; the great er the time or number of activities
spent with th e chi ld , the more involved the father is consid ered to be. Another method for
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assessing father involvement is by comparing his pat1icipation to that of the mother.
Rather than recognizing that fathers provide a contribution unique from that of mothers,
fathers are judged according to standard s set by their counterparts. If fathers do not
co ntribute equally in the same domain s of hou sehold labor that their wives do, then they
are considered to be less involved than they should be. Perhaps this is why fathers are
often consi dered the secondary parent , becau se parenthood is thought to be equivalent to
motherhood, arguably a qualitatively different concept than fatherhood (Christiansen &
Palkovitz, 200 I).
Lamb ( 1986) proposed that father involvement be operationalized by assessing the
level for three categories of paternal behavior ( I) interaction (time spent solely with the
c hild), (2) accessibility (how avail able one is for the child, directly or indirectly), and
(3) responsibility (feeling and acting respo nsible for the well-bei ng of the child) Haw kins
and Palkovitz ( 1999) have argu ed that despite the usefu lness of Lamb ' s conceptualization
of fath erhood , it does not facilitat e "greater exploration o f other form s of father
involvement" (p . 13) and have cal led o n researchers to expand their awareness of what
father involvement is or could be . Palkovitz ( 1997), for example, has li sted 15 dimensions
summarizing 120 de scriptors for avenues of active parenting. Two reco mmendations by
Hawkin s and Palkovitz for bett er understanding father involvement include (I) assessing
the cong ruency between fath ers' priorities fo r certain types of involvement and how well
they are able to meet those stand ard s or priorities, and (2) operati o nali zing involvement in
terms of positive participation , rather than simpl e counts and frequencies .
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Borrowi ng partly from Hawkins and Palkovitz's ( 1999) not ion of measuring father
involvement, thi s stud y looks at the congruency between personal expecta tio ns for father
involvement a nd actual involvement. This was done by asking couples how mu ch time th e
father expects or is expected (by the mother) to spend with his child, th en seeing how
strong those expectations relate to actual involvement. Hawkins and Palkovitz, however,
are quick to assert that frequencies and amounts are not sole methods for assessing
involvement, and are thu s incomplete measures of father involvement. In this study, father
involvement may also include working to provide, school to prepare for an occu pation,
awareness of the ch ild 's needs, and showing support through variou s ways. Involvement
ca n be direct o r indirect , and can involve issues of time, awareness o f chi ld, and support
for the c hild . Palkovitz ( 1997) also arg ued that not all in volvement is "good" involvement.
A measure of paternal involvement , then, should not only address th e amou nt of
involvement , but also the relative degree that the amount o f involvement consists of
in vested co ncern and int erest in the child .
Moreover, the model of positive father involvement " is less about playing a role
and more about the hard work we do .

" (Snarey, 1997, p. x, italics have been added for

emphasi s). This means that father involvement is determined more by active engagement
in bett eri ng th at child 's life, and not as much in how he thinks o r fe els about the child . In
summary, father involvement provides several positive factors to the li ves o f children, the
moth ers o f those children, and the fathers too . The processes invol ved in increasing
paternal parti cipation, however, are not wel l identified or understood .
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Attitudes and Expectatio ns

Research has shown that fath er involvement tends to increase when both parent s,
but particularly the mother, have nontraditional attitudes about parenting (Beitel & Parke,
1998; Bonney, Kelley, & Levant , 1999; McBride & Darragh, 1995). For example, if a
fath er believes that men should help with househo ld work o r caregivi ng, then he is more
likely to do those things (compared to a father who believes in a strictly traditi o nal
division of roles) When father s do not participate, it may be difficult to know whether
gatekeeping by the mothers, relinqui shment by the fathers, or both, is occurring. For
exa mple, some studies have shown that mother's att itud es are the primary motivator (as
well as obstacle) to fath er involvement (Allen & Hawki ns, 1999; Hoffman & Moon,
1999), whil e o ther research has shown that fathers do not feel they are competent enough
to be a primary caregiver, even when mothers provide hig h evaluati ons of those fathers'
competency levels (Wille, 1995) Some mothers encou rage o r hinder fa ther involvement,
w hile so me fa thers tend to avoi d being involved regardless of the mothers' attitu des.
Th ese findin gs suggest that bot h spouses play import ant ro les in influenci ng paternal
invo lveme nt .

Discrepancies in Expectations and Behavior
According to the Exchange Theory, reactions to event s are influenced by the level
of congruence between experiences and expectations for what those experiences should
have been like (Heider, 1958; Kell ey & Thibaut, 1978) Recent research has focused on
how di screpancies in the expectations for paterna l invo lvement influence the marital
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relation ship and parenting in general. These discrepancies may exist between personal
expectations and personal behavior, personal expectations and spousal behavior, or the
discrepancy between both spouses' expectations for father involvement.

Personal expectations and personal behavior. Becoming a parent involves change
(Burke & Cast , 1997; Hawkins & Belsky, 1989; Levy-Shiff, 1994). Prenatal parents
predict , choose, or expect life to be a certain way after the child is born. Research has
found that expectant fathers tend to have high expectations for themselves as parents
(Hooker, Fise, Jenkins, Morfei , & Schagler, 1996). These expectations take the shape of
lofty dreams or goals, hopes, and fears . High ex pectations, however, may not always
serve a positive purpose when the expectations become unattainable. In a longitudinal
study wi th 50 I mothers, Kalmuss, Davidson, and Cushman ( 1992) found that a
discrepancy between personal maternal expectatio ns (whi le in pregnancy) and actual
maternal behavior (after the child was born) was predictive of poor adjustment to the
parenting role . Additional research has supported the no tion that when expectations for
the self differ from parenting experiences, there is an increased likelihood for depression
and other psychological problems (Strauss & Goldberg, 1999)

Personal expectations and father involvement Kalmuss and coll eagues' (1992)
longi tudinal study also found that the mother's marital satisfaction is influenced by the
congruency between her expectati ons for her spouse's involvement and his actual
involvement after the child is born . The closer paternal involvement matched the mothers '
expectations, the g rea ter the marital satisfacti on of mothers
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The lit erature regarding the fairness of caregiving and household task allocation
also suggests that marital quality declines when pat ernal participation is less than what the
mother expected (e .g , Pet erson , I 990) Because mothers still tend to take o n the majority
of caregiving and relationship responsibiliti es (A ld ous et al., I 998), it may be that they
become more disenchanted (than their hu sband s) when discrepancies arise between
personal expectations of father involvement and actual paternal invol vement.

Spouses· expectations compared For couples who plan on having a c hild ,
optimism is expected to dominate their thoughts of their future together as a new family .
However, because of different styles in the married couple' s family of origin, different
experi ences, or beliefs, it is possible that th e wife and husband may have inco ngruent
expectations for paternal invol vement These incongruent expectations, in turn, may lead
to both indi vidual and marital di stress . Fox and colleagues (2000) intervi ewed 54 couples
regarding their expectations for fa ther invo lvement and found that parental anxiety and
concern tends to inc rease as the mother's and fa ther' s expectations for father involvement
di verge. Although both parent s reported high expectations of paternal involvement,
fathers expected more of themselves than mothers expected of the fathers in four of five
paternal involvement domain s (providing money for basic needs, providing money for
baby 's needs, baby care task s, housework tasks). The one domain that mothers reported
g reater paternal involvement expectations was for providing emotional support to the
baby's mother. T heir result s indicate that fathers tend to focus more on the instrumental
aspects of involvement , w hereas mothers desire greater expressive aspects from the child ' s
father. Fox and colleagues' result s underscore the importance of recogni zing that, even
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when both spouses expect high pat ernal invol vement , the differences in expectations for
how that involvement is carried out may influence the marital relationship .

General ideology and personal expectations. Although general paternal role
id eolog ies (or beliefs about what most fathers typically do) and personal expectations for
fathering (or beliefs for what fatherhood will entai l within hi s or her own relationship) are
likely to be related , it is also likely that personal circumstances may require accomodati ons
or distinctions between general attitud es and personal expectations. I'or example, a father
may beli eve fathers should change diapers and give bottles to babies, but may feel too
tired to be invo lved when these situati ons ari se. Hi s general or cu ltural att itudes
encourage acti ve father involvement. but lower his personal expectations of involvement
becau se of long work hours, decreased energy, or other factors that may hinder the
amou nt of time spent with his chi ld. A mother may also believe fathers should generally
be invol ved in ho lding and soothing infants, but for some reason , she may no t expect or
want her hu sband to do tho se things their child . Ideology reflects what o ugh t to be done,
wh ile expectati ons refl ect intent fo r what will be done.
This distinction is important becau se research has shown that despite cultural
beliefs that men ought to be more involved, the burden of household labo r has primarily
resided wi th women, even when wo men are employed (see Kiger & Riley, 1996, for a
review) . This distinction between ideology and expectat ion s may also be beneficial when
trying to understand the general shift for men to become more instrumental and women to
become more expressive once they become parents (Cowan & Cowan , 1992).
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Marital Satisfacti on

Another way to explain father involvement is by looking at the marital relationship .
Males tend to view their paternal role similarly to thei r role as husband s (Blair et a!. ,
1994)

In addition to satisfaction with the paternal role and marriage, Snarey's (1993)

longit udinal study involving four decades of fathering supports the notion that early
paternal in volvement can al so predict subsequent marital quality during the midlife years
(specifically, 21% of the variability is explained after controlling for background factors) .
In con trast, some studies have shown that marital sati sfact ion decreases as paternal
involvement increases for some couples (Crouter, Perry-Jenkins, Hu ston, & McHale,
1987; Stanley, Hunt , & Hunt , 1986) It may be that marital satisfaction is influenced by an
extraneous variable, agreement between spouses in what each person 's roles should be.
Cowan and Cowan ' s (1992) research indicates that management of parenting tasks is
crucia l to how one feels about the marriage. "From the reports of men and women in both
one-job and two-job fami li es, the division of the workload in the fami ly wins, hands down ,
as the issue most likely to cause con fli ct in the first two years of family making" (Cowan
& Cowan, 1992, p. I 08)

Work load division can be exam ined on at least two different levels . The first is an
ideological and interpersonal level, o r the amount of consensus between spouses in what

sho11/d be done . The second level is the extent that actual behavior corresponds to those
expectat ions .
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Recogni zing that both spouses contribute to each ot her's mari tal sati sfaction , it is
imperat ive to acknowledge the importance that the wife's marital sati sfa ct ion may play in
influ encing the amount of invo lvement a father has with hi s child . Shectman, Berger,
Schumm, and Bugaighis ( 1985) requested information on how sati sfied women (n

=

61)

were wit h their marriages and the parenting behaviors of their husband s. A correlation of

r = .46 was found between th e mothers' marita l satisfaction and their satisfaction with
their hu sband s as fathers. These results suggest that the mother 's marital sati sfaction is an
important factor in predicting father involvement . Shectman and colleagues' (1985)
result s, however, do not provide a sufficient basis for postulating the direction of the
relationship between marit al sati sfaction and fat her involvement.
Althoug h there are except ions, most stu dies have shown that marital sati sfaction
tend s to decrease, parti cul arly fo r women, during the transiti on to parenthood (Brines &
Joyner, 1999; Hobbs, 1965; Levy-Shiff, 1994; Shek, 1996; Wall ace & Got lib, 1990)
Decreases in marital satisfaction have been attri but ed to changes in the marital relationship
associated with parenthood, such as havi ng less time to spend together, decreased sexual
act ivit y, adjustments to increased expenses, whether spouses want to have a new child in
the famil y, and gender differences in how experiences of the marriage are interpreted and,
more importantly, valued (Ambry, 1993; Belsky & Kelly, 1994; Cowan et al., 1985;
Snowden, Schott, Awalt , & Gillis- Knox, 1988; Soll ie & Miller, 1980)
In summary, marit al satisfact ion tends to decrease for first-time parents. This
decline in marit al sati sfacti on resul ts from various sources, such as id entit y change,
identity confi.1 sio n, and decreases in time for the couple.
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Identity

Erik son (1950) maintain ed that individuals foll ow a geneti c blueprint for when
certain aspects of development become the focus for one's life. These foci or em phases of
development throughout one 's life are called "stages'' Each stage consists of a crisis, o r
dilemma, where the indi vidual mu st confro nt the theme of that stage. In order to resolve a
particular stage, successful resoluti on of the prior stage mu st have been attained . T he
stage accompanyi ng late adolescence, " identity vs. role confusion," is when individuals
mu st define who they are as individuals and as social participants. According to Erikson
( 1950). this is a time when individual s question ideas that were previously accepted at face
va lu e, as well as integrat e the past with one 's fut ure.
Int egrat ing the past and the future may be particularly difficult for individuals who
become parents at a you ng age . In a qualitative study with 40 father s, Palkovitz and
coll eagues (200 I) found the transition from Identity to Generativity generally resu lts in
o ne of three trajectories (I ) fatherh ood refines the positive characteristics that already
ex ist, (2) fa th erh ood creates positi ve behavio ral outlet s of expression for " latent
tend encies that a lways existed but la cked expression of de velopment " (p. 65), o r (3)
fatherhood c reates a "jo lt " in overcom ing obstacles between one's life before becoming a
fath er and li fe as a fath er. In other words, earlier ex perience creates the behavioral
standard that predeterm ines, at least to some extent , the abi lity for how well o ne is able to
move into the fat hering role. The more closely behaviors and attitudes (i .e., id ent ity) prior
to fathe rhood mat ch the desired or required behaviors during fatherhood , the easier it will
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be to move through those stages of psychosocial development.
After parenthood, men typically become more masculine in their identities, while
women tend to become more feminine (Belsky & Kelly, 1994; Burke & Cast , 1997). One
source of differentiation may stem from employment adjustments : fathers often begin to
feel increased responsibility for providing financially, whi le mothers are much more likely
(t han their male counterparts) to reduce or eliminate their emp loyment to stay home with
their new child (Cowan & Cowan, 1983 ; Shapiro, 1987 ; Waite, 1995). The father ' s work
may encourage ind ependence, while the mother's work focuses more on a dependent
child . Both may see them selves as providers, but the mea ning of providing is different
based on the contexts in which they interact. Fathers are economic providers, and
mothers are providers of immed iate physical and emot ional needs of their infant s.
Although not all mothers give up employment and not all fathers become more active in
their e mployment , the birth o f a child tend s to increase the likelihood of that happening
(Belsky & Kelly, 1994)
Cowan and Cowan ( 1992) reported that providing emotional support during the
transition to parenthood may often be problematic because spouses follow the " Golden
Rule" - or do unto others as you would have others do unto you. The reason why this
noti o n may cause problem s is because the hu sband (or wife) may treat their spouse as he
(or she) would lik e to be trea ted , but not necessarily how the other spouse would like to
be treated . For example, a hu sband may provide some emotional " space" for his spouse
during a difficult time because that is what he would like to have when he is experienci ng
fru stration Hi s wi fe, however, may want more act ive assistance and support , like talking
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about the probl em and offering encouragement. A lack o f understanding what the spouse
think s, despite other good int enti ons, is therefore thoug ht to lead to problems within the
marriage.
Cowan and Cowan ( 1992) have argued that " many men and women feel that they
have changed since beco ming parent s"

"[h ]aving a baby does not turn men and women

into different people" (pp . 88-89, italics in the original text) Unfortunately, Cowan and
Cowan are somewhat unclear in distinguishing between personality and identity
characteristics, except that identities seem to change whereas personalities do not over the
tran sition to parenthood It may be that personality has more to do wit h how one interacts
with others, wherea s ide ntit y refers to how one sees oneself. In other words, how
indi vidual s look at themselves (i e, id entity) changes during the transition to parenthood,
but how ind ividuals interact with others apparently does not change . This interpretation
of Cowa n and Cowa n's research may help ex plain why spouses are unable to notice
identity shifts during paren thood. As a new parent, one may reason that because changes
are not visible or readily apparent in a spouse, then there is no change at all. Given
Erikson ' s epigenet ic notion, changes in identity are likely to create changes w ithin the
marital relationship . This may be, in part , because change in self(or identity) and change
in the marital relationship may foster feelings of uncertainty and frustrati on because
spouses feel they no longer know each other very well (Hawkins & Belsky, 1989;
Wallerste in, 1994), as we ll as create ad dit ional intrapersonal and interpersonal conflict
(Bartle-Haring & Strimpl e, 1996; Dyk & Adams, 1990; Fit c h & Adams, 1983;
Whitbourne & Tesch, 1985).
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Summary of Litera ture Review

Research indi cates that father involvement stems fro m the attitudes that fathers,
and parti cularly mothers, have about father involvement . One purpose for thi s study was
to exam ine " att itu des" of father involvement fro m two different perspecti ves : g eneral
attitud es (e.g., cultural standards for w hat fat hers generall y can o r should do) and personal
expectations (e.g ., speci fi c intent fo r father invo lvement within o ne ' s immediate
relati onship) . Thi s di stinct io n was based on the assumptio n that pe rso nal expectatio ns,
and no t the standa rd s set by o ne ' s society, may offer a bett er explanation o f how involved
a fa ther wou ld be with hi s chil d.
Persona l ex pectatio ns may also play an im portant ro le in the marital relationship.
Cowan and Cowa n ( 1992) stated , "The ten sio n between new pa re nt s about the f ather 's

involvement in the famil y threatens the equ ili brium between them" (p . 98; it ali cs added).
This te nsio n and it s relati o n with marital satisfaction was ex plored throug h two methods.
The fi rst was based o n the beli ef that cou ples who have si milar values (e.g ., personal
expect ations for fath er involvement ) experience greater marital sati sfaction . Fo llowing the
proposal for stud ying the effects that met (and unmet) ex pectations have (Haw kins &
Palkovit z, 1999), the second method for exa mi ning th is " tension" assessed whether marital
sati sfactio n could be predict ed by the level of congnJency between the fath er involvement
and the expecta tio ns spo uses had for fath er involvement. Although Kalmu ss and
colleagues ( 1992) fo und that the relati onshi p between co ng ruency and marit al satisfaction
e xi sted fo r mothers, they did not obtain data to examine w hether thi s relati onship exi sted
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fo r fa the rs Th is stud y obtai ned data from bot h parent s to mo re full y understand the role
that ex pectati o ns play in the cont ext of the mari tal relati onship .
T he beli ef that fath er invo lvement is most likely to occur within positive marital
relati o nships was al so examined . The literature, however, has few lo ngitudinal studies to
support the directi o nal natu re of thi s relat ionship. Thi s long itudinal stud y u sed two
phases, o ne be fo re the child was born and one aft er the child wa s bo rn.
Researc h a lso has shown that men and women tend to experience the transition to
parenthood in di vergent ways. It has been speculated that these differences cause
decreases in marital sati sfa cti on during thi s tra nsition . It was proposed that the lack of
man aging these id entit y di ffe rences, and not changes in the identit y itself, is o ne reason for
decreases in ma rit a l sat isfaction when couples become parent s. It was assum ed that o ne
meth od fo r manag ing these identit y differences was the ability to recog ni ze these changes
by pe rceivi ng their spou ses ' identit ies in ways that are congruent with their o w n.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS
Hypotheses

This study sought to explore avenues of fa ther involvement for new parents, as
well as to examine aspects related to their marital satisfaction The methodology for this
study was chosen to examine these hypotheses.

Hypo!hesis II / . General palernal role al/iludes (by !he molher andfa!her) a/ 7/me
I and '//me 2 are rela!ed lofa!her involvemenl a/ Time 2 (Hal:c_ will no/ = 0).
Hypolhesis # 2. Personal F:xpeclalions at rime I offather involve men/ (by the
mother andfalhel) are re/aled /ofa!her involvemenl at 7/me 2 (Hal:[_ will no/

~

0).

Hypothesis 11 3. Differences inl'crsona/l'xiJectations (be/ll!een the mother and
.father) at Time I are related to marital satisfaction at Time I and Time 2 (!-Ia ! : c_ will not
=

0).

Hypothesis II 4. lhe grealer !he invo/\'ement at Time 2 exceeds Personal
Expectatiom (of !he mother and.fa!he!) at lime 1. the greater the marital satisfaction at
lime 2 (1-!al: [_will not = 0).
Hypothesis 11 5. Manta/ salisjaction at 7/me 1 and Time 2 is related to .father
involvement at lime 2 (Hal:[_ will not

0).

Hypothesis #6. Accuracy of identify perception (or accurately describing spouse 's
identify) is related to marital satis.faclion at lime 2 (Hal:'- will not

~

OJ-
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Sampl e

In order to obtain a suffici ent sampl e size, it was necessary to identifY places where
primaparous mothers (those having a child for the first time) and their spouses were
accessible and likely to participate. Gi ven the objectives it seemed that a purposive sample
would co nsi st of coupl es experien cing pregnancy and where fathers had shown at least a
minimal amount of involvement. A prenat al instructor at Logan (Utah) Regional Hospital
was eager and willing to pass out the surveys to expectant parents enrol led in her classes.
After approximately four months (and about ten su rveys returned), it was decided
that an additional site would be helpful. Co nt act was made with Buzzy Ito , the Women ' s
Health Coordinat or for Ogden ' s McKay-Dee Regional Hospital and, after an hour-long
discu ssion , an agreement was reached for her instructors to pass out the surveys and for a
graduate studen t to pick them up . Fo r both the Logan and Ogden classes, participants
completed thei r surveys at home and returned them the fo ll owing week of their prenatal
course . Buzzy, via word from her instructors, ex pressed that that ma ny couples were
willing to complete surveys, except they felt t hey were too lengthy. In retrospect, it
would have been hel pful to keep a tally of total surveys passed o ut , as well as returned, in
order to better estimate the tru e attrition rate for this study. However, an estimate o f
surveys ret urn ed (compared to th e number of surveys passed out by both instructors)
during this period hovered around a totally unacceptabl e rate of 40% .
For a brief time, an incenti ve was given to those who parti cipated by having a
raffie for baby items, such as two baby monitors ($70 total) and two packages o f diapers
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($30 total), for those who completed their surveys. The problem with thi s approach was
that th e prizes were promi sed for each class of panicipants, and that each class still only
provided a limit ed number o fpani cipants- or about an average o f two couples for each
prize given away . With data collection beginning in January 2001 , the sample consisted of
37 couples in mid-Augu st 2001 (after 8 month s)- or averaging a little over four completed
surveys per month . At thi s rate, it would have taken 17 more months before the desired N
of 100 couples was obtained for the prenata l phase alone. This time estimate does not
include the time involved for the postnatal data collection , which wou ld consist of an
additional four months at the minimum
After so much time invo lved and minimal packet s received, frustration propelled
the lead researcher to make a com mitment to ( 1) visit and pe rsonally solicit each class for
their panicipation, and (2) provide$ I0 as an incentive to each couple for each packet of
surveys they completed . This commitment paid off, with an ext ra 59 couples who
completed their prenatal surveys by the end of October 2001, or nearly 30 couples
recruited per month . In total , 96 expectant parents completed surveys in a period of I 0
months.
Postnatal survey data co llection began at the end of October 200 I, and was
finish ed in June I, 2002 , o r when the you ngest child in the sample would have been eight
month s o ld. Therefore, the entire data collection phase took 18 months. A total of68 of
the original 96 couples returned their postnatal surveys, with an attrition rate of29%
percent from the original sample size. Differential attrition appeared to play a role, with
eight of36 couples (22 2%) in Logan compared to 20 of60 couples (33.3%) in Ogden
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lo st to attrition fro m the prenatal to the postnatal phases o f the study. Therefo re, adding
Ogden as a recruitment sit e in creased the sample size, but it al so a ppears to have increased
the attriti o n rat e if the sa me sa mple size was obtained solely fro m the Logan site. Given
the decreased tim e required to fini sh data collect ion, the trad e-o ff was acceptable.
Couples in the prenatal phase had been marri ed, on average for a little o ver two
years ( M

=

2.32) Eleven of the coupl es reported cohabiting relatio nships . Age of parents

ranged fro m I 6 to 4 9, w ith mean s of24 .4 5 for the mothers and 26.73 for the fathers (see
Tabl e I) A majo rity (92% ) of the part icipants were whit e, had combined ho useho ld
annual incomes g reater tha n $24 ,000 (60%), and received postseco ndary educational
degrees (58% ). During the prenatal phase, 49% o f the mothers were work ing at least full
time, and 21 % not empl oyed . These fi gures changed slig htly after the birth o f their
children, with 4 2% empl oyed full time and 29% were not employed Rat es for full time
(or g reater) employme nt fo r fathers dip ped from 84% (prenatal) to 74% (postnatal),
w hiles rat es of unemployment remaining unchanged fro m prenatal to postnatal phases of
the study (4 .3 vs. 4 .5, respecti vely) The gender di stributi on of the infants was nearly
even, with 44% being fem ale Infant weight ranged from 5.06 to 13 pound s, w ith an
average (mean) weight of 7.68 pound s at time of birth .

Procedu res

Similarly const ru cted questi onnaires were used during the prenatal and postnatal
stages of data co llection . Surveys were di stributed du ring the pa rt icipant s' third
trimester of preg nancy, and also once bet ween their children' s 3- and 6-rnonth birthdays.
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Table I

Demographic Information
Variable
Moth er's age
Father ' s age
Length of marriage*
Infant weight

M

24.45
26.73
2.32
7.68

Range

16.00-41.00
17.00-49.00
0.42- 7.50
5.06-13.00

n

94
93
85
68

*Eleven were cohabiting couples.

Prenatal Procedures

In itial prenatal data collection consisted of givi ng the su rvey packets to the
Lamaze inst ru ctors in Logan and Ogden , Utah . However, aft er ap proximat ely 4
months (and o nl y I 0 packet s), it was obvio us that a more direct approach was necessary.
From that time, the couples were given a 5-minute presentation regarding the project and
were invited to panicipate, as well as promised payment following each survey completed.
A detailed letter of consent and information about the stud y, a sea lable envelope to return
the questionnaires, and a page requesting names o f perso ns or telephone numbers where
they could be contacted if they moved prior to the second phase o f data coll ection were
provided with each questionnaire. Participants completed the survey and returned them
the foll owing week in their prenatal class. Completed surveys were g iven to a g raduate
student respo nsible for the collection of surveys and payment to panicipant s .

Postnatal Procedures
For the post natal phase of data co ll ection , couples who compl eted the prenatal
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su rvey were cont acted by telephone to verify their mailing address. Upon confirming or
receiving pro per co ntact in forma tion, couples were the n mail ed th e postn atal survey.
Most of the participants were contacted between the ho urs of II A. M . a nd 3 PM. Most
of the tele phone call s bega n with somet hing si milar to, " Hello-- is thi s (one o f the
part icipa nts' names)? Hi there! Thi s is Jerry Cook who gave you a nd your spouse a
su rvey o n fa ther involvement during one of your prenatal classes . (Ask o r wait
mo ment a rily to see if they remember taking the survey, which afte r di scu ssion, all of them
did remember). l am call ing to invite you and your spouse to compl ete another, very
simil a r su rvey, for a payment of $ 10. Would this be o kay with you?" Upon their
affi rmative respo nse, the graduate student would veri fy o r obtai n the info rm at io n
necessary to mail the post natal survey to the partici pant s. If parti cipants cou ld not be
co nt acted, packets were sent to the maili ng address g iven fro m their pren atal surveys.
Participants were encouraged to complete and return their surveys within two week s o f
receipt To inc rease th e lik elihoo d of this bei ng done, the packets also included (I) selfaddressed and stamped envelo pes to return their surveys in, and (2) a remind er that they
would be paid $1 0 for completi ng the surveys.
Alt hough no formal tracking procedure was used to determine the len!,>1h of time
bet ween the postnatal surveys being mailed to the part icipant s and the return of the
compl eted surveys, an estim ate is an average time of 3 weeks, with a range o f I to 6
weeks. lfthe survey ha d not been retu rned afler approx imately two weeks, a graduate
stud ent would cont act the coupl e to see if they had any question s or concerns regarding
the survey, as well as encouraging it s co mpleti on as soon as po ssibl e.
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Measures

Demographics
Several demographi c questi ons were included for purposes of data analysis and
tracking. The respondent s' age, marital duration, expected and actual birth date of their
child , educati o n level, race/et hni cit y, income level, hours empl oyed , gender of c hild, and
previous caregiving experi ence with children were included .

General Paternal Role Ideology (G f'RI)
The GPRJ , a four Likert-item measure, was develo ped specifically for this study to
obtai n informat ion about general att it udes and beliefs regarding fathers and fa ther
invol vement. (See Appendices Band C for the comp lete surveys and Info rmed Consent).
Detail ed constructi on of the GPRJ , including pil ot study informati on, can be fo und in
Appendix A. From a factor ana lysi s, two dimensions of the GPRJ with acceptable
reliability estimates were identifi ed

Alpha coefTicient s from two pilot stud ies included :

paternal abi lity (alpha = .63 and . 71 ; two item s) and paternal importance (alpha = . 73 and
. 79; two it ems) . The pat ernal ability dimension measures a person' s beli efs with regard to
the general competency or ability of fathers to nurtu re their children (e.g., " Mothers know
mo re about good parenting than fa thers .") The paterna l import ance dimensio n measures
beliefs about fath er presence or absence earl y in the child ' s life (e.g ., " It 's okay if fathers
don ' t spend a lot of time with their baby, so long as the mother can spend a lot of time
with the baby.")
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Reliability estimates obtained from the prenatal phase were comparable to those
obta in ed from ea rlier pilot studies. The alp ha coeffici ent s were (with wives li sted before
the hu sbands ' alpha estimat e) .63 and .57 for paterna l abi lity, and .53 and .8 I for paternal
impo rtance . G iven the limited num ber of items fo r each factor, these estimates were
considered acceptable for purposes of this research.
The gene ral paternal role ideology measure, when given in the postnatal phase, had
mixed reliability result s. In summary, the pat erna l abilit y items provided acceptable
rel iability estimat es (alpha s = .59 for the mothers and .59 for the fat hers), whereas the
paternal import ance items yield ed inadequate reliability estimates (alphas = .32 for the
mothers, and .49 for the fa thers) It was unclear why the alpha coefficients were so low,
particu larl y w hen the same questi ons were given during the prenatal p hase of the study,
and had yielded adequate estima tes.
Further examinati on o f the rel iability concern for postnatal attitudes o f father
impo rtance revealed the reason fo r low Cronbach alpha coefficent s : both mothe rs ' and
fathers' repo rt s were restricted by a "ceiling effect " In o ther words, the " father
impo rt ance" fa ctor yield ed low reli abi li ty estimates primari ly because o f extremely
restricted variabilit y in the responses to the two it ems in that fact o r. On one of the items
("Jt 's o kay if fath ers don ' t spend a lot of time with their baby, so lo ng as the mother can
spend time with the baby,") 100% of the mothers and 91% of the fathers repo rted they
either "strongly di sagreed " or "di sagreed., On the other item ("A father should wait to be
more in volved with hi s baby unt il the baby is olde r because a baby really needs to spend as
much time with the mom as possibl e,") 90% of the mothers and 92% of the fathers
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responded that they either "strongly di sagreed" or "disagreed ."
Simila r to a Pearson 's correlation coeffi cient, a reliability coefficient w ith two
items will si mply calculate the variability in o ne item that is associated with vari ability in
the second item . When one or more items are constant (as was the case in this study), the
reliability est imate will be suppressed becau se there is little vari abi lity explained because
little variability exists Therefore, the concern with the psychometric properties appears to
be bett er explained by the ceiling effect than by its numerical estimate o f reliability,
particularly becau se pilot studies provided adequate evidence for its reliability .
Nevertheless, the lack of reliability, or at least the lack of variabilit y, for this measure may
be con sidered a weakness when exami ning the relation between general attitudes and
father involveme nt. FUJ1her research is necessary to examine the usefulness of the GPRI.

Personal Expeclalionsfor Palema//n volvemenl
Genera l questions abou t ex pectati ons of parental involvement with their infants
were asked during the prenatal phase. Each spo use responded to questions about how
involved the father is expected to be in variou s tasks, suc h as changing diape rs and
clothing, feed ing, g iving baths, and reading to their child . Table 2 (see Appendix D)
provides an ou tline for the theory and questi ons related to this sect io n of the survey.
It was originall y thought that the personal expectations measure would yield three
factors of involvement : time, awareness, and support . However, factor analyses and
reliability checks suggested using only one fact or. (A more detail ed description of these
procedures is found in Appendix D) Reliabilit y estimates for th e personal ex pectations
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(eight-item) measure are adequate, with alpha o f .90 fo r the mothers and .68 for the
fathers .

Reported Paternal Involvement
Except for being modified to assess postnatal father involvement , thi s measure is
identical to the personal expectations measure. The reponed paternal invo lvemen t
(eight items) also yielded acceptable, although not strong, alphas in the current study (.67
for the mothers, and .59 for the fath ers)

Revised Dyadic Adjustment Scale
The Revised Dyadic Adjustment Scale (RDAS; Busby, Christen sen, Crane, &
Larson , 1995) was created to repl ace~ popular and lengthi er Dyadic Adjustment Scale
(Spani e r, 1976) The RDAS contains items pertai ning to marital sat isfaction The RDAS
ha s yielded evid ence of construct va lidit I = .90 between the RDAS and DAS ; Busby et
al. , 1995) and reliability estimates at or above 90 (alpha) for a sample which was simi lar
to the one in this st udy (Busby et al. , Cook & Jones, in press).
In the current study, the RDAS alphas were lower than those reponed in previous
studies . However, the reliability estimates for the RDAS were more than adequate, with
Cronbach alphas ranging from . 78 to 84 for both prenatal and postnatal reports from
mothers and fathers . Gi ven the support of previous research and the results from thi s
stud y, the RDAS has dem onstrat ed sumcient evidence of reliability for its use.
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Cowan and Cowan ( 1992) reported that one way to predict postnatal marital
sati sfacti o n is by looking at the couples' marital sati sfacti o n prenat ally. They maintain that
couples w ho have strong marriages prior to parenthood will continu e to have strong
marriages during pa renthood , and couples struggling with their marriage will tend to
struggle even mo re du ring parenthood . Using this assumption to test the psychometric
propert ies fo r th e RDA S, test-retest reliability coeffi cient s, paired /-tests, and ANO VAS
were conducted. Test- retest coefficients (t o examine co rrelatio ns between prenat al and
postnatal RD AS report s) were qui te high, with r = .54 for the mothers, and r = .72 for the
fath e rs. Pai red /-tests ind ica te the transition from prenatal to postnatal phases was
associa ted wi th a slight decrease for bot h the mot hers (means= 58.45 vs. 57.30; I = 2. 10;

p < .05) and for the fath ers (mea ns= 57.88 vs. 56.95 ; t = 1.85; p > .05 ). When placing
moth ers and fathers within one of th ree ord inal categori es (with approxima tely equal n
sizes) according to their prenatal marital satisfaction levels, it was found th at, on average,
(I ) spouses w ho had the lowest prena tal marital sati sfact io n experie nced a decrease in
postnatal marit al sati sfacti on (X= - 1.35 for mot hers, X = - 6 5 fo r fathers); (2) spouses
who had moderate level s o f prenatal mari tal sat isfaction ex perienced an increase in
po stnatal marital sati sfacti on (X = 2.32 fo r mothers, X = .90 fo r fath ers), and (3) spouses
who had the hig hest levels of prenatal ma rital sati sfa ctio n experienced the largest increase
in postnatal marit al sati sfacti on (X = 3.42 for mothers, X = 3.07 fo r fathers). Therefore,
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these findings provide evidence of construct va lidity by support ing the theoretical
proposition proposed by Cowan and Cowan ( 1992)

Identity Style Inventory
The Identity Style Inventory (lSI) measures the style or approach individuals
empl oy to process information about themsel ves and their world (Berzonsky, 1992a). The
inventory contains 40 statements relevant to the domains of Marcia's ( 1966) original
identity interview (e.g., co ll ege major, politics, and religion). In thi s st udy, once the
indi vidual s have responded to the items or questions about themselves, they were asked to
predict how their spouses would respond about themselves.
Each question represents a possihle orientation or style for seeking information
about o neself and one's world. These styles are: information oriented (those who actively
seek out and utili ze information from various sources) ; normative oriented (those who
follow the advice of authority figures) ; and difti.•sc ori ented (those who procrastinate
seek ing or thinking about identity formation)
Construct validity has been estimated through two primary means. The first
method included establishing correlati ons between the identity styles and Marcia 's (1966)
identity stat uses. Following Erikson ' s notion of identity developm ent, Marcia provided a
framework that assessed identity via the level of two themes : exploration and
commitment. Depending on the level of comm itment or exploration regarding one's
identity, an individual is categorized within one of four identit y statu ses. Although identity
measures and fram ework s had been established prior to Marcia's conceptualization of the
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identity statu ses, Marcia ' s has been the most widely used and empirically supported .
Research co ndu cted by both Berzonsky (I 989) and Streitmatter (I 993 ) shows that
correlati ons between Marcia' s identity statuses and Berzonsky's styles support theoretical
expecta ti ons Thus, the ide ntity styles are tapping into similar dimension s of identity.
Moreover, the lSI appears to be mo re appropriate (than o ther identit y status measures) for
married persons because it does not ask questions about present dating attitudes and
behaviors.
The second method for establishing constru ct validity ha s been by demonstrating
the id en tity style's usefulness in explaining individual behavior in theo retica lly appropriate
ways. Studi es wit h coil egc student s, navy personnel , and incarcerate criminals have found
that indi vidual s with a diffuse orientation demonstrate poor problem solving ski lls a nd
display the most maladaptive behaviors, while information and normative oriented
indi viduals tend to ex hi bit more healthy behaviors (Berzonsky, 1989, I 992b; Jo nes, Ross,

& Hartmann , 1992; White & Jones, I 996)
Berzonsky ( 1992b) reported reli abi lity estimat es (alpha coefficient s) of. 73 for the
diffu se sca le, .66 for the no rmative scale, and .62 for the info rmati on sca le, with
comparable estimates for al l three identity styles ranging from .52 to .79 in subsequent
studi es (e .g ., Berzonsky, I 989 ; Whit e & Jones, 1996). Reliability estimates for the current
study were acceptable, rang ing from .68 to .81 for the prenatal phase, and frorn .60 to . 75
for the postnatal phase for bo th spo uses. These reliabilit y estimates are comparable to
past research using the Berzonsky measure (Berzonsky, 1989; Berzonsky, 1992b; White

& Jones, 1996) Additi onal info rmat ion is found on Tabl es 3 and 4.

Table 3
Mean Scores, Srandard Deviarions. and Maxmwm Possible Values for rhe GPRJ. Personal Expecrarions .Measure. Reporred
Parernal Behavior, and rhe !dentiry Sry!e !nvenrory

Variable

Fathers (Prenatal)

Mothers (Prenatal)

Fathers (Postnatal)

Mothers (Postnatal)

X (SD) Max'

X (SD) Max

X (SD) Max

X (SD) Max

GPRl
Paternal ability

7.23 (1.91)

10

8.24 (140) 10

7.26 (1.83) 10

7.64 (I 66) 10

Paternal importance

8.42 ( 1.80)

10

9.28 (1.13) 10

8.56 (1.24) 10

8.87 (I II) 10

Personal expectations/

32.94 (3. 70) 40

3243 (347) 40

Reported paternal behavior

------------------

------------------

30 .62 (3 97) 40

30.01 (4 .36) 40

RDAS

57.40 (5. 72) 70

58 .33 (475) 70

56.89 (5 . 74) 70

57.06 (4 .93) 70

Information -oriented

39.82 (6 88) 55

3S 83 (5 .63) 55

40.34 (6 21) 55

38.96 (6.07) 55

Normative-oriented

31.41 (6.09) 45

32 99 (5.69) 45

31.36 (5.29) 45

33.42 (5 .23) 45

Diffuse-oriented
26.69 (7. 53) 50
23 .80 (5.99) 50
25.03 (6 .48) 50
'"Max" refers to the maximum possib le score that could have been recorded for that variable.

22.28 (4.90) 50

Identity style inventory

_,

w
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Tabl e 4

!'rena/a/ and Paslllalal Cronbach Alphas
Fathers

Mothers

Fathers

Mothers

(Prenatal)

(Prenatal)

(Postnatal)

(Post natal)

Paternal abi lit y

.57

63

.59

.59

Paterna l importance

81

.53

.49

32

Personal expectations/
report ed paternal beh avio r

.68

62

.59

.67

RDAS (Mari tal Sat isfaction)

.82

.78

.84

.79

Variable
GPRI

Id e ntit y style in vent ory
Inform at ion-oriented

.74

.68

.70

.73

Normal ive-oriented

.72

77

.60

.6 9

Diffu se-ori ent ed

.8I

.74

.75

.67

Research Design
T he stud y empl oyed a lo ngitudinal design, whi ch includ ed two assessment
occasio ns, the first from first-t ime expectant parents, then again o nce thei r children were
approx imately 4 month s old . Some of the strengths of thi s design include : (I) being abl e
to assess intraindi vidual change over time (in gene ral attitudes, marit al sati sfaction , and
identit y), (2) obt ain ing curre nt levels o f expectati ons (during the prenatal pha se) for father
involvement , rather than relying o n retrospect ive data (during the postnatal phase), and (3)
having the ability to examine wheth er the associati on between variables (e .g ., accu racy of
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identity perception and mari tal satisfaction) changes as a result of entering parenthood .
One of the limitations of some longitudinal designs, and for this study in particular,
is attrition. When attrition is substanti al, the concern in interpreting resu lts from one
phase to the next is that any change between prenatal and postnatal periods can be
attributed to a self-select ed sample that differs from those who did not participate in the
postnatal phase. In other words, the quest ion is "If those who dropped out of the study
had not dropped ou t, wou ld the results of thi s study be different than they are?"
One way to contro l, although not eliminate, thi s co ncern is by showing that those
who dropped out were similar to those who continued to participate. When comparing
prenata l responses between those who filled out postnatal surveys with those who did not
iill out postnatal surveys, resu lts indicate that among 22 variables, only three produced
statistically sign ificant differences (p < .05) using /-tests for continuous data variabl es and
using Mann-Whit ney tests for ordinal level dala . Fathers who fi lled out the postnatal
surveys were somewhat older

(mean s ~

27.55 vs 24.82) and expected slight ly more

involvement from them selves (means ~ 34. 11 vs. 32.47) than those fathers who did not fill
out a postnatal survey. Mothers who completed the postnatal surveys were sl ightly less
diffu sed (mea n s ~ 23.02 vs. 25.70) than mothers who did not compl ete a postnatal survey.
No stat istically significant differences (Q > .05) were found between those who fill ed out
postnatal surveys and th ose who did not for: mother's age, years married , any of the three
identit y styles for the fath ers and two of three identity styles for the mothers, general
attit ud es of fath er in volvement (GPRI), marital sati sfaction , annual income, and level of
empl oy ment and educa tion. With th e bulk of evid ence showing substantial similarities
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bet ween the two groups, it is unlik ely attriti on is a viable threat to the internal validity of
this study.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Listed below are the hypotheses, the statistical tests to examine the hypotheses,
and th e level of support the analyses provide for each hypothesis. The initial results
reported for each hypot hesis represent the primary analysis for answering each hypothesis.
Except fo r Hypot hesis #2, additi onal analyses are also reported to provid e more in-depth
understanding and explorati on for each research question . All analyses employed onetailed tests of statistical significance, with alphas set at 05, unless ot herwise noted.

Hypot heses

I . General paternal role attitudes (by the mother and father) at lime I (prenatal)

and 'lime 2 (postnatal) are related to father involvement

(Hal :~

will not = 0). Zero-

ord er correlati ons between each general paternal ro le attitude (paternal importance and
paternal ab ility as reported by each spouse) and father involvement were ca lculated to test
thi s hypothesis. As shown in Table 5, only two of eight correlations were stati stically
signifi cant. Specifically, the mothers' prenatal reports of paternal abili ty and fathers '
postnatal report s of pat ernal importance were related to postnata l perceptions of father
involvement (r = .24 and r = .3 1, p <. OS; respect ively).
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TableS

lntercorrelations Between /·ather Involve men/ and General Paternal Role Ideology

Variable

.24*

I. Father involvement
2. Paternal ability (prenatal)

4

s

.06

.20

.20

.24*

.4S*

- 16

.02

.08

2

10
.28*

3 Paternal importance (prenatal)

.04

4. Paternal ability (postnatal)

.13

.SO*

S. Pat ernal importance (postnatal)

.31*

.30*

. 18

- . 10
.24*

.30*

Note . Correlations above the diagonal are for the mothers' reports, correlations below the
diagonal are for the fathers' reports .
• p < .OS

The second method to examine this hypothesis consisted of grouping spouses into
one of two groups according to their genera l paternal role ideologies (GPRJ) . Paternal
ability scores above the median were classified as having high paternal ability beliefs, while
scores below the median were classified as " low" paternal ability beliefs. The same
process was repeated for paternal importance. As shown in Table 6, father involvement
was consistently higher among tho se who repo rted hig her levels of paternal importance
and paternal ability during the prenatal and postnatal phases of the study. However, of the
eight /-tests used to examine group differences, the only stati stically significant difference
existed between the " high" (M = 3 1.32, SD = 3.94) and " low" groups (M = 28.58, SD =
4.40) of moth ers ' postnatal repo rt s for Paternal Ability, 1 (63) = -2 .6S (p < .05). With two
of eight correlations, and just one of eight /-t ests revealing a statistically sig nificant
relation , this hypothesis received onl y partial support .
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Tabl e 6
Group M ea11s of Father l11 vol veme11t According to Le vel of GPRI S uhscale

High

Low

Fathe r Invo lvement

M

SD

11

M

SD

11

Paternal ability (prenatal)

30.85

3.82

27

29.37

4.6I

35

-.73

Paternal impo rtance (prenatal)

30.57

4.20

23

29 .71

4.47

42

-.75

Pat ernal ability (postnatal)

3 1.32

3.94

34

28 .58

4 .40

31

-2 .65*

Paternal import ance (postnatal )

30.57

4.20

23

29.71

4.47

42

-.75

Pat ernal ab ili ty (prenatal)

30 .73

3.99

15

30.45

3.95

49

-.24

Pate rnal importa nce (prenat al)

30.93

3.8 1

29

30. I S

4 . 11

34

-.78

Paternal ability (postnatal)

3 1. 03

4.0S

29

30.32

3.94

38

-.73

Pat ernal impo rt ance (postnata l)

32.05

4. 14

19

30.06

3. 80

48

-1.88

N ot e. The top four ro ws represent re port s from the mo thers, and the botto m four rows
represent report s from th e fa thers.

* Q <. OS

2. Personal expectations at Time I (by the mo ther a11dfather) offather
i11volveme11t at Time I are related to fa ther im ,olvemel11 at 7/me 2 (Hal:[_ will not = 0).

Pearson correlat ion coefllci ent s were used to examine the relati o nship between
expec tatio ns of paternal involvement (as reported by both spou ses) and sub sequent reports
of pat ernal invol vement. The coeflici ents for both mothers (r = 38) and fathers (r = .46)
were stati stically signifi cant. These correlati on coefficients, when squared , indicate that
14 percent of the variabilit y in fath er involvement can be attributed to variabili ty in the
mothers' personal expectati ons, and 2 1 percent of the variabili ty in father involvement can
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be attribut ed to variability in the fa thers' personal expectati ons. Therefore, this hypothesis
wa s supponed .
3. Differences in personal expectations (be tween/he mother and father) at Time 1

ore nef<olively related to marital satisfaction at Time 2 (Ha 1:

~will

not

=

0). To examine

this hypothesis, differences in personal expectations were calculated by subtracting each
father 's respon se o n the PEM (personal expectations measure) from the mother's
corresponding response . Absolut e di fferences were then tallied to represent a composite
sco re for eac h spo use rega rd ing the discrepancy between s pou sal expectati o ns for father
involvement .
Differe nces in personal expectations were then correlat ed with both the husbands'
and mothers ' repon s of postnatal marit al satisfaction. Results were consi stent with the
hypothesi s; inco ng ruent (or differences in) personal expectations were negatively
correlat ed with marital sati sfacti o n for both mothers and fathers (r = -.20, p > .05 ; and r =
-.24 , p < .05 , respecti vely). Gi ven two moderate correlatio ns, one being stati stically
significant, thi s hypothesis received panial sup pon.
An additional anal ysis was employed to examine whether personal expectati ons for
father involvement mediated the relationshi p between differences in personal expectat ions
(between spou ses) and postnatal ma rit al sati sfaction for mothers and fathers . Specifically,
among couples wi th dissimilar personal expectations, would fathers having high
expectations experience more or less postnatal marital sati sfaction compared to fathers
with low expectations fo r their fa th er involvement? To pre pare for this analysis, data were
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sorted using a combination of personal ex pectations ("high," "medium," or "low") and
level of congruency in personal expectati ons between spouses ("si milar," "di ssimilar").
Small n sizes precluded stati stical signifi cance testing; however, the trend shown in Table
7 suggests that personal expectations medi ate the relationship between congruency in
perso nal ex pectations and postnatal marit al sati sfaction . For mothers with medium
expectations, having expectat ions simil ar to thei r spouses is associated with greater
post natal marital satisfaction (M = 57 .25, SD = 3. I I) compared to mothers with dissimilar
expectations (M = 54.90, SD = 7 50) The trend is reversed, however, for mothers with
high expectat ions; those with di ssimilar expectati ons tend to report greater postnatal
marital sati sfaction (M = 60 83, SD = 4.3 1) than mothers with si milar expectati ons. For
the fa thers, a small interaction in postnat al marital sati sfaction ex ists. For fathers wit h low
expectati ons, having simi lar expectations is associated with higher postnatal marital
sat isfac tion (M = 55.00, SD = 6 34) than having di ssimilar ex pectation s (M = 53.08, SD =
6.89) Among fa thers wit h high ex pectati ons, however, having dissimilar expectations is
associat ed with higher postnat al marital sati sfa ct ion (M = 59.89, SD = 4.65) compared to
having sim ilar expectations (M = 59 33 , SD = 4.76)
Results (in Table 7) also strongly support Hypothesis #2. With only one
exceptio n, the pattern in the result s show that changes marital satisfaction are associated
with changes in the level of perso nal expectations, regardless of the level of similarity in
personal expectat ions.
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Table 7

Postnatal Marital Sati~faction According to Similarity and Level of Personal
Expectations

Low
expectations

M

Variab le

SD

Med ium
expectations
II

M

SD

High
expectatio ns

n

M

SD

11

M others ' mari tal satisfact ion
Simil ar expectati ons

55 .80 (3 85) I 0

57.25 (3 11) \6

58.82 (5. 17) 11

Dissimi lar expectations

56.46 (4 67) 13

54.90 (7 .50) \0

60.83 (4.31) 6

Fathers' mari tal sati sfaction
Simi lar expectations

55 00 (6 34) 12

58.06 (4 .29) 18

59.33 (4.76) 6

Dissimil ar expectations

53.08 (6 .89) 12

58 .00 (5.37) 8

59.89 (4 65) 9

4 . 7he greater that involvement at Time 2 exceeds personal expectations (of the

mother and father) at 7/me I. the greater the marital satisfaction at 7/me 2. (Ha l : Mean
differences will

0). Respon ses to each item on the Personal Ex pectati o ns Measure

(P EM) were subt racted from th eir correspond ing it e m o n the Repo rted Paternal Behavior
( RPB ) T he d ifferences were summed to represent the amount that involvement exceeds
personal ex pectati ons. If the number is negative, involvement fell sho rt of personal
expectations . If the sum is posit ive, involvement exceeded personal expectations.
The primary question was whet her post nata l ma rit al sati sfacti on was related to the
extent that a fa ther met hi s o r his spouse ' s expectati ons fo r father involvement. ANOYA s
(see Tab le 8) were empioyed to examine the researc h question. The process ent ail ed
placing individuals within one o f three groups Group I, those whose reports fo r father
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involvement were less than what was expected; Group 2, those whose reports for fath er
involvement met expectations (within two units), and Grou p 3, those whose reports for
father involvement exceeded expectations. As shown in Table 8, results supp011 the
ex pected trend : postnat al marital sat isfaction tend s to be greatest when fath er involvement
is greater or eq ual to personal expectations (compared to when personal expectations
exceed fa ther involvem ent) . However, differences bet ween means were not stati stically
signifi ca nt for the mothers, F (2 , 63) = 3.07, p > .05, nor for the fathers, F (2, 66) = . II , p
> .05 . Although mean differences were in th e expected direct ion, the differences were not
large enough to be stati sticall y significant. Therefore, this hypothesis was rejected .

Table 8
Mean Postnatal Marital Satisfaction When Father lnvtJivement Falls Short of, .Meets, or
Lxceeds Personal/expectations

Expectati ons
exceeded
involvement

Postnatal marit al
sati sfaction

M

Moth ers report s'

SD

Expectati ons
matched
involvement
II

M

SD

II

58.33 4.66

21

58. 11

2.85

9

58.04 4.54

26

59.67 4.53

15

II

M

55.9 1 5.54

33

Fathers report sh
54 .04 6.4 1
'F (2, 63 ) = 3.07 and p > .05

25

bF (2, 66) = . II and p > .05 .

Involvement
exceeded
exgectations

SD
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Additional analyses were employed to exam ine whether level o f personal
expectations help ex plain the relationship betwee n post natal marit al satisfaction and
co ngruency ("matched ," " fell short ," or "exceeded" ) of father involvement. Specifically,
wou ld those having low unmet personal expectations experience more or less postnatal
marital satisfaction than those having high unmet personal expectations? As shown in
Table 9, among mothers with low expectations, postnatal marital sat isfacti o n tends to be
greatest when father involvement exceeds or matches those expectations (M = 58.50 and
fvf = 56.50, respectively), compared to mothers whose spouse's father involvement falls
short o f expectations (fvf = 53.71) Among mothers wit h moderate expectations, postnatal
marit al sat isfacti on was greatest when father involvement matched ex pectations (fvf =
60.43), slightly less when involvement exceeded expectations (fvf = 57 33), and even less
when involvement fell short o f ex pectations (M = 53.7 1). For mothers with high
ex pectatio ns, having spouses where father involvement fa ll s short or mat ches their
expectations is associated with relatively high levels of postnatal marital sati sfaction (fvf =
59.75 and fvf = 59.25 , respectively) . Incidently, no mothers reported levels of father
involvement that exceeded their expectations.
For fathers, the greatest mea n differences in postnatal marital sat isfaction existed
among those with low expectat ions for father involvement. As shown in Table 9, fathers
(with low expectati ons) whose invo lvement surpassed their expectations reported the
g reatest marital satisfaction (fvf = 56 00), and fat hers whose involvement fell short of their
expec:ations reported the lowest levels of marital sat isfacti on (M = 49.40) . For fathers
whose invo lvem ent mat ched their low expectatio ns, postnatal marital satisfaction (fvf =
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54.77) closely resembled those whose involvement exceeded their expectations.

For

fathers with moderate expectati ons, postnatal marital sati sfaction tends to be slightly
higher when in volvemen t exceeds expectat ions (M = 59.00), compared to those whose
invol vement matches or fall s short of ex pectations (M = 57.58 and M= 58 .33,
respecti vely). For fa thers with high expectations, postnatal marital satisfaction tends to be
higher when involvement fall s short of expectations (M = 60. 75), compared to when
invo lvement matches (M = 55 00) or exceeds ex pectations (M = 56 00)

Table 9
Postnatal Marital Satisfaction According to Whe ther Involvement l'xceeded, Matched, or
Fell Short of High, Medium, or Low Personal Lxpectations

Variab le

Invo lvement falls
sho1t of
expect at~

Involvement
matches
expectation s

M

M

SD

II

SD

Involvement
exceeds
ex pectations
II

M

SD

11

Mothers ' marital satisfacti on
Low expectati ons

53 .7 1 (4 03)

Moderate expectations
High ex pectations

7

56.50 (4.35) 10

58.50 (3 27) 6

53 .7 1 (5 37) 14

60.43 (2 .99)

7

57 .33 (2 .08) 3

59.75 (4 58) 12

59.25 (6 90)

4

0

49.40 (4 .5 1)

5

54 .77 (4.42) 13

Moderate ex pectations

58 33 (5 .77) 12

Hi gh expectat ions

60 .75 (4 .35)

Fathers' marit al sati sfacti on
Low ex pectations

12

56.00 (9 .40)

7

57 .58 (3 50) 12

5900 (2 .83)

2

55 .00 (2 .83)

56.00

2
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5. Marital sati.~faction is related tofather involvement

(Ha l : ~

will not = 0). Both

spouses ' report s of father involvement at Time 2 were positively related to their reports of
marital satisfaction at Time I and Time 2 (see Table I 0) Pearson correlation coefficients
ranged from . 18 to 48, with three oft he four attain ing statistical significance. The fathers'
prenatal (r

=

42 , or I 8% variabilit y shared) and postnatal (r

=

43 ; or I 8% variability

shared) marital satisfaction was statistically related to their reports of father involvement.
For mothers, father involvement was related to postnatal, but not prenatal reports of
marital sat isfaction (r = 48 , or 23 % va riability shared ; r = . I 3, or 2% variability shared,
respectively) . With three of four correlation s being moderately strong and statistically
sign ifi cant, thi s hypothesis was supported

Table 10

Correlations Between Father lnvolwment aud Marital Sati!faction (n

Father involvement
(reported by mothers)
Father involvement
(reported by fathers)

*p < .05 .

~

64)

Prenatal marital satisfaction

Postnatal marital satisfaction

Mothers

Mothers

Fathers

Fathers

. 13

17

48*

. 18

17

42*

.3 0*

43*
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From these resu lt s and the result s associated w ith hypothesis #2, o ne would
assume that father involvement (postnatal) is greatest w hen spouses report high levels of
prenatal marital satisfaction and personal expectations. Two-way ANOVAs were
employed to address this question, assessing whether personal expectations mediated the
relationship between premarit al sati sfact ion and fa ther involvement. As ex pected , reports
o f fath er involvement were greater among spou ses wi th " high" levels of pre natal marital
sat isfaction and high personal expectations for father involvement than among spouses
with low levels of prenatal marita l sat isfacti on and low personal expectations. In fact ,
mothers with high prenatal marital sati sfact ion and hi gh personal expectations reported , on
average, greater father involvement (M = 32 .00,

11 =

I 0) than mo thers wi th low prenatal

marit al sat isfacti o n and low pe rsona l expectations (M

= 28 .3 I, 11 =

\3) . Fathers

demo nstrat ed a similar trend, with father involvement being greater among those with high
prenatal marital satisfaction and hig h personal expectation s (M = 33 .33, n

=

6) as

compared to fathers with low prenatal marital sati sfaction and low personal expectations

(M = 27.20, n = 15)
Despite the general tre nd for g reater levels of father involvement among those wit h
high levels of both prenatal marital sati sfaction and personal expectations, a surprising
post-hoc finding is that father involvement is greatest w hen spouses repo rt high personal
expectat ions and low prenatal marit al sati sfaction (M = 35 .67, n = 3, for the mothers; M =
34 .50,

11

= 4 for the fathers)

In o ther words, the grea test level of father involvement is

evid ent among those who have high personal expectat io ns for father invo lvement, but
experience low prenatal marital sat isfact ion. Thi s represents a difference of I 0% (for the
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moth ers' reports) and 3% (for the fath e rs ' reports) greater fat he r involvement compared
to those repo rting high levels of prenatal marital satisfacti o n and personal expectatio ns,
and 21 %greater father involvement compared to mothe rs a nd fathers report ing low levels
o f prenatal ma rit al sati sfacti on and personal expectati ons. This fi nding is surprising given
the literatu re regarding the trend for father involvement being greatest amo ng coupl es who
report the hig hest marital sat isfaction . Tests of stat istical sig nifi cance were not e mployed
due to the small n sizes
6. Accuracy of identify perception (or accurately describing spouse's identity) is

relared to marital satisfaction (Hal: [will nor

Fathers ' Reports

0). To measu re accu racy, several steps
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Figure I. Fat her Involvement According to Levels o f Prenatal Personal Ex pectations and
Marit al Sati sfaction
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were taken . First, each response on the prenatal survey (from the Identity Style
In ventory) that the father gave about him self was subtracted from the response o n the
corresponding it e m used by the mother to describe her spouse on the pre natal survey. The
g reater the composite o f absolute differences, the less accurately the mo ther is able to see
the father 's identity in the way he sees himself A correlatio n coefficient was then used to
determine the association between mothers' prenatal "accuracy of identity perception" (or
composi te of absolute differences) and fathers' prenatal marital sati sfacti o n. A si milar
process was used to determine the relationship between (I) the fathers ' prenatal accuracy
of identity percepti on (or accuracy in perceiving the mothers' identities) and mothe rs'
prenatal marital sati sfaction, (2) the mot hers' postnatal accuracy of identity perception and
fa thers' postnata l marital satisfaction, and (3) the father s' postnatal accuracy of identity
percepti on and mothers' post natal marital sati sfacti on.
None of the four correlatio n coefficients between " accuracy of identity perception"
and marital satisfacti on were statistically signifi ca nt. Co rrelations were: r = -.0 I between
the mothers ' prenatal accuracy of perception (or accurately perceiving fathers ' identities)
and the fath ers ' prenatal marital sat isfact ion, r = .00 between the mothers' postnatal
accu racy of percepti on and the fathers' postnatal marital satisfactio n, r = -.07 between the
fathers ' prenatal accu ra cy o f perception (or accurately perceiving the mothers' identity
style) and the mothers ' prenatal marital sat isfaction , and r = -.14 between the fathers'
postnatal accuracy of perception and the mothers' postn atal marit al satisfact ion . The
analyses fail to support the content ion that awareness of o ne another's identity prior to or
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after the birth of the baby is related to marital sati sfaction .
A final method for examining this hypothesis consisted of identifying the specific
identity style for each spouse, then determining whet her their spouses accurately perceived
their spouses' identity style. In stead of looking at the level of differences for each item on
the Identity Style Inventory, this final analysis consisted of two steps (I) categorizi ng all
individuals as either information, normative, or diffuse via their highest z-sco re calculated
for each identity style, and (2) determining which id entit y style each ind ivi dual saw hi s or
her spou se as having . If th e self-described identity style and the identity perceived as
havi ng (by one's spouse) are identi cal, then the identity perception is considered
"accurate." For example, if a mother considers (via interpretation o f her z-scores) that she
is information-oriented , and her hu sband also consi ders her information-oriented , the n the
husband 's identity perception is "accurate." If he sees his Informat io n-o rie nted wife as
being "Normative" or " Difluse," then hi s identity percept ion is inaccurate .
Twelve /-tests were calcu lated to compare means among those w hose spouses
accurately percei ved their identity style with those whose spou ses were inaccurate in
perceivi ng th eir identity style. Only slight mean differences were observed fo r II /-tests,
with group means being stati stically different for onl y one /-test. The stati stical difference
in postnatal marital sati sfacti o n occurred between diffi1se fathers w hose spouses accurately
perceived their hu sband s' diffuse style (M = 60 47) and diffuse fathers w hose spou ses
were in accurate in perceiving their hu sband 's identi ty style (M = 57.3 3, I = 1.8 1, p < .05) .
Although no o ther group co mpari sons were stati stically significantly different, it should be
noted that seven o f twelve group differences revealed mea n levels o f marital satisfaction to
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be hi g her among indi vidual s whose spouses inaccurately perceived or ide ntified their
id entit y style
It had been assumed that recognizing changes in identit y during the tran sition to
parenthood wo uld be benefi cial for the marriage. This hypothesis and its result s, however,
o nly add ress whether being able to accurately perceive spou sal id ent ity would be
associated with greater marital satisfaction , both prenatally and postnatally. Another
questi on is whether spouses actually experienced change in their identity styles during
their tran sitio n to parenthood . In general , new parent s were more lik ely to retain the same
id entit y style they displayed during pregnancy than to report a different identity style .
Coll ect ively, 7 1% retained their identity style fro m th e prenatal to the postnatal phase.
The stability fr o m the prenatal to postnatal phases included mothe rs classified as
information ( 11 / 17, or 65%), normati ve (5/8, or 63%), and diffuse orientation s ( 19/27, or
70%). Fathers' identity styles were slightl y more stabl e across the transi tion to
parent hood for those with in formation ( 14/19, o r 74% ), normati ve (9/1 4, or 64%), and
diffu se-ori e ntation s (21 /27, o r 78%)
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CHAPTE R V

SUMMARY AND DISCUSS ION

Summary

Characteristics Related to and Predictive
of Father In volvement
As expected , bot h prenatal and postnatal marital sati sfacti o n was stro ngly related
to fath er involvement. The o nl y exception to this was with the mothers' pre natal marital
sa ti sfa cti on ; a lthough related , moth ers ' prenatal marital sati sfacti on was a wea k pred ictor
of fat her involvement . Personal expectations were also strong predictors of fa ther
invol vement Fo r general paternal ro le att itudes, on ly partial support was g iven regarding
it s relat io n to father involvement.

Characteristics Related to and Predictive
of Marital Satisfaction
There was a slight trend for coupl es with si milar expectations of fath er
involvement to report g reater postnatal marital satisfacti o n. Resu lts also show that when
father invo lvement met or exceeded moderat e or low expectation s, postnatal marital
sati sfacti o n is grea ter than w hen fath er involvement fell short of(moderat e o r low)
expectations Amo ng those with hig h ex pectations, iro ni call y postnatal marital satisfaction
was hi ghest w hen father invo lvement fell short of expectati o ns .
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Neither prenatal nor postnatal marital sati sfacti on was associated w ith whether
indi vidual s' id entity styles were accuratel y perceived by their spouses. And although not
part of the hypotheses, it should be noted that prenatal marital sati sfacti o n was a strong
pred ictor of postnatal marital satisfacti on; couples with moderate and high marital
satisfaction during the prenatal period often experi ence gains in marital satisfactio n after
the birth of the child, whereas couples reporting low prenatal marit al satisfaction tend to
experi ence a decline in their marital sati sfaction after the birth of the child .

Di scussion

General Aliitudes and Personal Expectatiom
lt was maint ained earlier in this di ssertation that researchers should reconsider how

attitudes of father involvement are measured. The resu lt s from thi s study support the
notion that general attitudes regarding father involvement shou ld be viewed and measured
as different concepts than personal expectations of father involvement. In this study,
attitudes reflecting societal

01

cultural expectations are labeled "general attitudes,"

whereas attitud es reflecting intent fo r personal invo lvement are call ed " personal
expectations." The distinction is importan t because it represents the difference between
"what mo st fathers should do" and "what I plan and commit (or at least intend) to do "
There was some evidence that fa ther in volvement predi cts mens' attitudes
regard ing the impo rtance o f fathe rs It is possible that the birth of a child creates a shift in
me ns' " fath ering paradigms," viewing or judging other father-child relat ionships based on
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their personal experi ences. The picture paint ed is very int eresting : personal expectations
influence father involvemen t, which in turn , influence the attitudes o r standard s set for
ot her fathers .
Supportive of the Generative Father framework (Hawkins & Dollahite, 199 7), the
results from this study strongly suggest that fat hers can actively choose to focus more on
the needs of the child (i .e., personal expectations), rather than rely on the cultural
expectations for invo lvement (i .e., general atti tudes) When looking at the history of father
in vo lvement , the Generative Fathering framework and the distinction between personal
expectations and general attitudes are useful fo r understanding why fathers from similar
backgrounds may demonstrate vastly different levels of father involvement. Recognizing
that father involve ment is pred icated mostly o n one ' s personal choice, prenatal educators
and practitio ners should spend their time, energy, and resources helping couples set
o ptimi stic, but achievable, expectati on s. It may also be beneficial to question the
effectiveness or usefulness of mass media blitzes encouraging father involvement. If thi s
stud y is any indication, mass media messages are a reflection of, and not a major
contributo r to , father in volve ment

Personal F:xpectations and "Gatekeeping "
Similar to a self-fulfilling prophecy, personal expectation s apparently play an
influential role in determining how invo lved the fath er will be. If father involvement is
better predicted by the fath er' s ex pectati ons (than by the mother's expectations), then the
father has more in flu e nce o ver hi s level of involvement. If his involvement is better
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predicted by the mot her 's ex pectations, then it can be assumed that the mot her has mo re
power in deciding how involved the father will be . The results fro m thi s study have shown
that both mothers' and fathers ' personal expectations are essenti ally equiva lent in
predi cting how invo lved th e father wi ll be. Rather than focusi ng on a particular parent (or
gende r) controlling access to father involvement , a more useful approach would be to
examine the processes and characteri stics withi n the relationship that hinder father
invo lvement. (For a further critique of the gatekeeping lit erature, see Walk er and
McGraw, 2000)

Fostering Marital Satisfaction
Although Cowa n and Cowan ( 1992) mai nt ain that the way to pred ict postnatal
marital satisfaction is to assess marital satisfaction before parenthood, previou s literature
generally portrays the image of fir st-time parent s whose marital sati sfacti on decreases, at
least for the maj ority (Brines & Joyner, 1999; Hobbs, 1965; Levy-Shiff, 1994; Shek,
1996). Supporting Cowan and Cowan ' s contention, this study showed that spouses
having high levels of marital satisfa ction before the birth of the baby tend to experience an
increa se in their marital sat isfaction after the infant is born , while spouses with lower
marital sati sfa cti on tend to ex perience a decrease in marital sati sfaction aft er the birth of a
baby . Future research may want to avoi d blanket generalizations regarding change in
marital satisfaction (as it ha s done in the past), and focu s o n the conditions associated with
decreases and increases of ma rital sati sfaction . The practical nature of thi s relationship is
substantial , couples who have good marri ages be fore becoming parents tend to
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experience bett er marriages, while couples who think that parenthood will solve their
marit al woes (or simpl y experi ence pregnancy when marital sati sfacti on is wavering) are
likely to experience a greater decline in their mari tal satisfacti on.

Similarity in spouses' expectations. From this stu dy, results support the findings
of Fox and co lleagues (2000); namely, that couples w ith similar expectatio ns o f fath er
involvement te nd to report mo re satisfyi ng marriages than coupl es w ith di ssimilar
expectati ons fo r fa ther invo lvement. Moreover, it fu rther supports the no ti on that couples
with sim il ar beliefs and att itudes, o r those having common philosop hi es, tend to
experi ence less conflict and have g reater marital sat isfacti on. For a father, having simil ar
expectations to his wife's would apparent ly be o ne less thi ng to worry about during a time
w hen change is al ready ubiquitous. When expecta tions are d issimil ar, ei ther the d iscussion
of those di ffere nces or that fa ther in volvemen t is less th an expected, it is lik ely to spill over
int o how o ne fee ls abou t the marriage

Marital satisfaction and whetherjather involvement meets personal exp ectations.
In respo nse to H awkins and Palkovit z's ( 1999) ca ll fo r studying father involvement in the
cont ext of whether ex pectatio ns of fathe r involveme nt are met, the result s fro m thi s study
suggest that marit al sati sfacti o n is infl uenced by the co ngru ence between expectati ons and
involvement. Simil ar to the result s from Kalmuss and coll eagues' ( 1992) study, mothers'
a nd fa thers' marit al sati sfactio n tend s to be greatest when fathe r involvement meet s o r
exceed s personal ex pectati ons The exceptio n to thi s findin g, however, is w hen father
involvement fall s sho rt of very high expectations (by either the mo ther or the fathers);
those with very high expectat ions tend to experience moderate to hig h level s of postnatal
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marital sati sfaction regardless of whether involvement meets, exceeds, or falls short of
those expectations. Although more research is needed to examine the nature of thi s
relationship, it may be that a third factor, such as optimism or an easy-going temperament,
can exp lain why some individuals report high levels of marital satisfaction despite not
having their expectations met.
Additional interest is the variabi lity in postnatal marital satisfaction among fathers
whose involvement exceeded their low personal expectations (SD ~ 9 .40). Of a possible
70 on the RDAS, two fathers had postnatal marital satisfaction scores of 41 and 44, and
the remaining five reported postnatal marital satisfact ion between 59 and 64 . It would be
interesting for future research to examine why father involvement, when it was not
expected, may lead to an increase in postnatal marital satisfaction for some, and a
substantial decrease in postnatal marital sat isfaction for others. For example, the low
postnatal marital satisfaction reports may better be explained by their low prenatal marital
satisfact ion reports (46 for each father) , and not so much by their involvement exceed ing
their low expectat ions.

Marital satisfaction and identity perception accuracy. Although it had been
hypothesized that couples who better understood their spouses' identities would report
higher marital satisfaction, thi s relation was not supported. It may be that these new
parents were struggling to und erstand their own selves during this transit ion, and not
focusing on " being understood" by one ' s spouse or partner. They may also have been
more interested in meeting more immediate needs for their infants and themsel ves. New
parents in this study commonly offered these and simi lar pieces of advice to anyone
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wanting to become parents themselves, mostly referring to physical and emotional
survival : "get sleep, get out , get diapers," " take Lamaze or a prenatal class," "just make
sure you are always patient with each other, " and "save money! I!"

Father involvement and marital satisfaction . The results strongly support the
notion that having a satisfying marriages increases the likelihood of father involvement.
These findings are consistent with past research showi ng that men who are sati sfied with
their marriages, prenatally and postnatally, tend to be more involved in their children ' s
lives (Schectman et aL, 1985 ; Snarey, 1993) Although the mothers ' prenatal levels of
marital sat isfaction are not predictive of subsequent father involvement from thei r spouses,
mothers generally experience greater marital satisfaction as their spouses' level of
invol vement increases. Therefore, satisfying marriages not only provide an optimal context
for father in volvement , but the inverse is apparent ly true as well; having fathers actively
involved in their children' s lives tends to lead to, either directly or indirect ly, positive
marriages during early parenthood . At least in retrospect, several of the participating
couples noted that having a sati sfying, stable relationship was paramount to having a
successful parenting experience:
"Work on you r relationship first" ;
"Be su re to have the support of each ot her- I can't imagine going through this
process alone or without my husband ' s support";
"Be best friends with you r spouse before you ever think about parenting";
"To make sure their relat ionship was slrong before introducing another aspect ";
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and
" Have a strong, loving relationship before you do [become parents] ."
It would be interesti ng to follow this same sample to determine w hether the
inverse relationship, or that father involvement predicts future marital sati sfaction (e.g.,
when the child is 2, 8, then 14 years old), continues to ho ld true throughout o ne 's lifetime.
Whereas the results from this study show that I S% of the variability in fathers' marit al
satisfaction can be predicted by paternal involvement, the percentage of shared variability
throughout the father ' s lifeti me in Snarey 's ( 1993) st udy was estimated to be 2 1% .

!de11tity Stability a11d Cha11ge
It had been suggested in the review of literature that recognizing changes in

ide ntity du ring the transition to parenthood for one's spouse wou ld be help fu l for
improving one's sat isfaction with the marriage. Although the hypothesis that
understanding spousal ident ity wou ld be related to marital satisfaction was not su pported,
th e method for exa mining this question did not address w hether participants in thi s stud y
actua lly experienced ide ntity changes during the transition to parenthood, si milar to the
majorit y of parents in previou s studies (Belsky & Kelly, 1994 ; Burke & Cast, 1997;
Cowan & Cowan, 1992) . In thi s stud y, ident ity style changes were uncommo n, showing
weak t values whe n changes in level of each ide ntit y style for indi viduals were assessed
(ranging from 21 to 1.20 ; p > 05), and that slig htly less than one-third of spou ses could
be classified as having a different postnatal iden tit y style than w hat they were before the
birth of their chi ld .
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One reason for the di screpancy in findings between this and o ther studies may be
that previou s measures of id entity focu s more on co nt ent (e .g. , gender, roles), whereas the
Identity Style Inventory employed a process-orientation (e .g., strategies used to obtain
info rmation regarding the self) . Berzonsky ( 1989) not ed that "the avai lable information
base" (p. 279) increases as individuals age and have new experie nces that warra nt changes
regarding how they perceived themselves as adolescents or early adult s; thus, it is clearly
possible that how new parent s co ll ect information relevant to identity remains stable
during the tran si tio n to parenthood, while changes in identity structure (e.g., breadwinner,
nurturer) are evident.

Limitations and Recommendations for Future R esearch

A4easure!nentls.vues
It would be erroneou s to suggest that any o perati onalization of father invo lvement

is complete, particularly since it ha s just been suggested that optimal father involvement
sho uld be depe ndent on the needs of the child (and no t based on a cultural standard) .
Beyond the fo rmidabl e task o f agreeing o n what chi ldren 's needs consist of is the even
greater chall enge for identi fyi ng how fat hers can meet those need s. Even though this
measure of fat her invol vement demonstrates construct validity, it does not contain even a
small representation of what father involvement could co nsist of (i e., content validity).
Palkovitz ( 1997), for example, list s I 18 ways for active or involved parenting. Although
the re are ite ms that do not rep resent ta sks for parents with infant chi ldren, it is safe to say
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there are ju st as many it ems that were not li sted . In th is context, it is import an t to note
that a gloha/ composite of eight items was used to measure "father involvement" in this
study. Therefore, it is important to understand that using different or additional
dimensions of father involvement may have provided different result s than the ones
obtained. The factor analyses for father involvement model in Appendi x A (e.g., time,
awareness, support , or direct vs. indirect) fu rther evidence the complexity of fath er
in volvement. Future research should continue to examine different conceptuali zations of
fa ther invol vement within certain contexts, as well as balance the needs for creating
instruments that afford validity (e.g., construct, cont ent) and convenience (e.g., length of
survey). Exa mples of cont ex ts may include pred icting childhood or marital outcomes
whi le upholding religious or cultural va lu es
A confu si ng twi st to the relation ship between personal expectations and father
involvement is that the relationship onl exists when the same gender 's reports of
expectati ons and father involvement are examined . For some rea son, mothers '
expectations do not predict fathers' reports of father involvement, nor do fathers '
expectati ons predict mot hers' report s of father involvement. It is possible that personal
expectati ons during the third trimester predispose parents to more readily id entify
behaviors that match their own ex pectations once their infant is born. Although more
objective approaches cou ld be used to determine levels of father involvement, it is
important to note that report s of father involvement, subjecti ve as they may be, strongly
predict postnatal marital sa ti sfacti on . Therefore, in thi s instance, perception is reality.
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Another limitatio n is that id entit y conceptuali zation varies across studies. Of
course, it is unreali stic to expect an identit y to incorporate all aspect s the self. Some of
th ese ident it y co ncepts may include values, hobbi es, relationships within and outside the
home, and professio nal abilities or tasks. Given an unlimited source of possible variables
unde r the " identit y umbrella," it can get ext remely confusing w hen trying to answer the
question " Does identity change or not?" The response is an unsati sfactory " It depends ."
If id entit y formation and (re-) development is important fo r relationships in marriage and
parenti ng, then future attempt s to better understand t he co ntext fo r ide ntity stabi lity and
change is worth g reater considerati on .
Future research should focus on creating a standardi zed, albeit likely incomplete to
some degree, measure for parental identity all owing for ( I) interindividu al comparisons,
(2) intraindi vidua l change across tim e and ex perience, and (3) meeting positive childhood
o ut co mes given various types or levels of fath er involvement and cul tural beliefs.
Palkovitz and colleagues (200 I), fo r example, explain how fatherhood can require an
identity overhaul for some men, while all owi ng experiences for identity solidifi cation or
stabilit y for other men. If identity styles are to be used in the futu re for examining the
cont exts of father involvement and mari tal quality, it is recommended that researchers and
educators tailor their informat ion so that new parents with any given identity style (e.g .,
Information, Norma tive, o r Diffuse) may benefit.
A final li mitation is the possibility that fa ther involvement may be an outcome
rel ated to the infants ' age and temperament. For exa mple, involved fathers may have
infants w ho are o lder than the infa nt s of fathers who are less involved . Perhaps fathers are
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more li kely to be involved with their children when their mobility increa ses (or as the
children get o lder) . Throughout the postnatal data coll ectio n, the age of the infan ts were
esti mated by the lead researcher; however, thi s information was not available w ithin the
primary SPSS data file used to analyze the research questions.

Nonrepresenrarive Sample
It would seem that couples who attend prenatal classes are more predisposed to
acti ve fathering and positive marriages than are expectant parents who do not att end these
classes. Thi s is because men who have no intent for act ive fatheri ng or are in
unsatisfactory marriages are less likely to be interested in attending a prenatal class that
encourages act ive fathering . In other words, these classes likely serve as a self-selection
facto r for those already committed to active father involvement. In general, expectant
fathers and mothers in this study did report moderately high levels of father invo lvement
and marital sati sfaction . With a score o f 40 representing maximum involvemen t, both
expectant parents believed the fa ther would be highly in volved (X = 32 .94; X = 32.43 for
the mothers) . If there is a po larizati on of fa therhood in this count ry, thi s sampl e is not
indicative of that phenomena Simi lar to Hooker and colleagues' ( 1996) findin gs, this
study also found new pare nt s to have high expectat ions, at least in terms of fat her
involvement. Moreover, o nl y three percent of the parti cipants in thi s study can be
categorized as being in di st ressed relationships, whi ch is associated with an RDAS score
of 4 7 or less (C rane, Middlet on, & Bean, 2000)
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Additionally, because of the homogenous and biased sample, it would be important
to examine these research questi ons for coupl es of various ethnicities. Future studies may
also want to address how di vorced, nonmarri ed, and parents of two or more children are
influenced by ( 1) general attitudes and personal ex pectations of father involvement, (2) the
quality of th e relationship between the mother and father, and (3) whether understanding
o f one's identit y influences the lik eli hood o f having a good marital relationship .

A llrilion
A grave limitation for thi s stud y ' s generali zabilit y is that no specific accounting
method was employed to determine how many prenatal surveys were returned compared
to the number of surveys di stribut ed . Between the Logan and Ogden prenatal classes, it is
estimated that 60% of those w ho accepted a prenatal survey did not return the surveys
prior to implementing any incentive. With 37 returning their prenatal surveys during this
e ight mo nth period , approxi mat ely 55 surveys were not returned . For1unately, after
subj ect payment had been im plemented , nearl y everyone who accepted a survey fill ed it
out during the prenatal phase. However, a valid question woul d be whether the data from
tho se nonparticipating couples wou ld have changed the findings reported in this study .

fnlervenlion Effec/iveness
Taking a more direct o r appli ed approach, fi.rrth er research may exami ne the
eflecti veness o f prenat al courses, o r at least what techniques, co ~ cep t s, o r sources cf
informati on may improve the course instruction. For example, early in the pre natal data
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coll ect io n phase, o ne of the prenata l instructors menti oned that the o nly thing that
expecta nt parents want ed to hear was about labor and delivery, and that learning about
postpartum skill s would not be o f int erest until after the baby was born. However, in
response to an open-end ed questi on ("What information cou ld your prenatal course have
shared with yo u that would have been helpful ?") several comments were mad e regarding
the coupl es' desire for mo re informatio n regarding what to do with a baby after the baby is
born . Given that the comments were more frequent in the postnatal phase than in the
prenatal phase, it is uncl ear w hether the prenatal instructor' s assumption was correct. A
noteworthy int ervention and stud y may seek to randomly assign couples to either a
treatm ent group (given informatio n rega rding both prenatal and postnatal instructi o n) or a
control g roup (g iven prenatal informat io n on ly) to det e rmine whet her couples benefit
mo re from o ne a pproach or the o ther.

Additional Limitations
Another limitation fo r thi s stud y is that one o f the primary premi ses for increasing
father involvement has not been addressed . Thi s premi se was that increasing father
involvement would benefit the chi ld . Although none of the research questions dealt with
any childhood outcomes, the assu mpti o n was st ill there . It would be quite interesting to
examine childhood characteri stics and development for this sample as the children get
o lder.
In additi onal ;o looking int o the future, it should be noted that expectat ions for
father in volvement are likely to begin lo ng before pregnancy, or at least by the time a
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couple plan s on having a chil d. Therefore, a bett er understand ing o f how father
involvement o ri ginates an d cultivated would come fro m measuring attitudes and
expectati o ns before the cou ple is pregnant.

Conclusion

ln sum mary, fa ther involvement is fac il itat ed when marit al sati sfacti o n a nd
ex pectations fo r involvement are high. Contrary to im ages and generali zatio ns presented
in previo us litera ture, findin gs from thi s stu dy assert that meaningful declines in marital
sati sfactio n are ty pically experie nced only by those whose marriages were less sati sfYing
befo re parenthood. Expecta nt parent s who come to a co nsensus rega rding the fathers'
role, and work to help meet those expectati ons, wi ll increase their cha nces fo r satisfying
marri ages aH er their infant is born M oreover, whil e di scussing the fa ther's ro le, it would
be impo rtant to address specifi c ex pectati o ns of fa ther involvement for their own child,
and not what fathers typi cally do, to pro pel ideas of fath er invol vement into actio n.
Researc hers would bett er assist the " fath er involvement movement" by facilit ating
di scussion that revolves around the impo11ance of focusing on meeting each famil y' s
need s, rathe r than arguing fo r one sid e o r the other of the " traditio nal versus coparenting"
po liticall y dri ven teet er totter.
Add ressing the impo rt ance of making and reaching one 's expectations o f father
involvement , Cowan and Cowan (1 992) said " It is not simply that men's and women's
roles are unequ al that seems to be causing di stress for couples, but rather that they are so
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cl ea rly di screpant fro m what both spouses expected them to be" (p. 26) Amo ng couples
in thi s study, meeting o r surpassing expectations appeared to play a ro le in their marital
qu ality. The excepti on to thi s stand ard is when expectati ons for fat her involvement were
extremely high; spouses whose expectati o ns were ex tremely hi gh tend ed to be sati sfied
regardless of whether involvement exceeded, fell short, o r matched their hig h
expectations
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Appendix A
Pilot Testing of General Paternal Role Ideology (GPRJ)
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The original GPRI survey consisted of I 0 Likert-type items. To assess the
usefulness of the survey, a pilot stud y was conducted with 62 individuals attendi ng child
birth or parental education classes . Gender representation was nearly equal (female n= 33;
male n=29) and approximately three-fourths (!!=47) were attending a Prenatal Childbirth
class, while the remainder(!!= 15) were attending a Lamaze class .
Factor analysis (see Table II ) with vari max rotation was conducted to determine
w hether the GPRl measured more than one dimension of general fatherhood beliefs.
Using a crit eria of .60, three factors emerged . The first factor ("paternal ability") included
two items that considered the fathers ' ability compared to the mother 's ability, and one
item that asked about the father 's ability to love his child. The second factor consisted of
two items that re flect whether paternal involvement is important during infancy.
Therefore, this factor was labeled " Paterna! Importance." The third factor consisted of
three item s and clearly appeared to measure "tmditiona lity ."
Reliability analyses yield ed adequate esti mates (Cronbach) for the Paternal Ability
(.63) and Paternal Importance (.73) subscales . The Traditionality subscale, however,
yield ed an in sufficient reliabilit y estim ate of .27 (alpha) and items reflecting Traditionality
were consequently removed .
To further establi sh the utility of the GPRI , an additional pilot test was conducted
wit h a sample (N= 112) of undergradu ate students taking a parenting course at Utah State
University . The majority of students were female (n= I 05), Caucasian (n= l 04), and grew
up in two-parent households (n=97) Reliability estimates for each factor were slightly
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higher than the pilot testing with individual s enro lled in childbirth and parental education
classes. Specifically, Cronbach's alpha for Paterna l Ability was .69, whereas .79 was
obtained for Paternal Import ance .
For the final version of the measure, one item was deleted from the Paternal
Ability. Although all items appeared to measure paternal ability, asking about the father 's
abilit y to love his child (onl y if he spent time wi th his child) appeared divergent enough
from the other two items {le , whether the father could be as good of a parent as the
mother) to be dropped for purposes of this analysis. Reliability estimates for the prenatal
sample were unchanged (alpha= .63) and slightly higher for the family and human
development course sampl e (alpha = .7 1), suggesting that the measure was not negatively
altered
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Table II
Original General Paternal Role Ideology and Its Loadings

Item

Paternal

Paternal

Ability

Importance in

Traditionality

Infancy
The father ha s the responsibility for
providing an income for his famil y.

28

14

The fathe r shou ld look to the mom in
how he shou ld act with a baby.

.77

-79

.21

The father is just as abl e as the mot her
in caring for a baby.

-. 17

-4 1

-.29

Only fathers who spend a lot of time
with their babies really love them .

.66*

17

.02

I have a specific set of id eas for what a
fat her should do and be.

.04

-. I I

.74*

Mothers know more about good
parenti ng than father s

.73*

17

.13

II

-.23

-.67

It's okay if a father doesn't spend a lot
of tim e wit h hi s baby, so long as the
mother can spend a lot of time with the
baby.

-.04

.85*

. 12

A father should wait to be more
involved with his baby until the baby is
older because a baby really needs to
spend as much time wi th the mom as
possible

.31

.84*

- 06

Mothers act as guides or model s for
how fathers should act with their
babies.

.79*

. 13

-.10

A father shou ld be as involved as the
mother in the care of a baby.

.66*
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Appendix B
Informed Consent
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"The Transition to Parent hood Predictors of Father Involvement
and Marital Satisfaction for First-time Parents"

Dear New or Expectant Parent ,

You have been selected to participat e in a study to identify characteristics experienced by
new parents. Participation in thi s research study is entirely voluntary . You may refu se to
participate or withdraw at any time without consequence . Your signature at the end of this
consent form will indicate that you voluntarily consent to participate in this study by
complet ing the surveys given to you .

Procedures to be followed : If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to fill out
two questionnaires : one before your child is born and one questionnaire a few months
after your child is born . The first questionnaire will be given to you by your instructor
during your Prenatal, Lamaze, or other parenting education class . You will be expected to
return this first questionnaire to your instructor prior to the completion of all the sessions .
About the time your child is three month s old , you wi ll be contacted to see if you would
rather have the second questionnaire mail ed to yo u or if you ' d like to complete it over the
telep ho ne .
You and your spouse wil l be asked a series of questions about problem solvi ng, c hildcare,
father involvement, and your marriage. In one section, you will be asked to try to take the
perspective of you r spouse in guessing how he o r she would answer the same questions
you have already answered about yourself

Discomforts and Risks: It is also possible that answering these questions may cause
discomfort if you have negative feelin gs or experiences related to those questions . If you
feel that you need assistance, this packet includes a li st of places and persons who provide
counseling for individual and marital difTi culties.

Benefit to Participants: Some of th ese questions may encourage you to think about
issues in your marriage or about parenting that you may have not thought about before. It
is possible that by thinking about these questions, you may better plan for parenthood . It
is also possibl e that these questionnaires may help you learn more about yourself Once
thi s study is completed, you will be notified as to what information was obtained during
this research.
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Co nfidentiality: Research reco rd s wi ll be kept confid ential consistent wit h federal and
state regulations. Only the investiga tor and research assistant w ill have access to the data,
and it w ill be kept locked in a Utah State University office . The data wi ll be kept for one
year after the study is compl eted and then dest royed. The In stitutional Review Board
(IRB) for the protection of human subjects at Utah State University has reviewed and
approved this research project.
You have been given two co pi es of thi s Informed Consent. Please sign bot h copies and
keep one copy for your own record s. By signi ng below, you agree to participate. If you
have any questions o r concerns, please feel free to contact Dr. Randall Jones at (435) 7971553 .

Thank you very much for your time and part icipation'

Sincerely,

Randall M. Jones

Jerry L. Cook

Proj ect Director

Resea rcher

Utah State Universit y

Utah State Unive rsit y

I have rea d and underst and thi~ consent form a nd I am willin g to complete the
surveys given to me. By signing below I agree to pa rticipate.
Name of Participant _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature of Participant: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date :_ _ _ _ __ _ _
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Appendix C
Marriage and Parenthood : Prenatal Survey for the Fathers
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Are you married ?

How long you have been married :
Years _ _ _ _ Month s_

Is this the first child you are having?

_ _

Ex pected Due Date for Your Chi ld

(If this is the first child you have
carried full-term, please write "yes").

Your monthly income as a couple:
No income

Your Race/Ethnicity
I. Hispanic

2. Less than $250

2. African American

3. $250-500

3. Caucasian (White)

4. $501-1000

4. Asian

5. $\001-2000

5 Nat ive American

6 $200 I -3000

6. Other (please
specify) _ _ _ _ _ __

7. More than $3000

The last grade or level of education you
have received :

Hours of paid employment per week:

I Less than high school

2. 1-5

2. High School diploma o r GED
eq uivalent

3 6- 10

3 Associates Degree
4. Bachelors Degree
5. Master 's Degree

None

4. 11-20
5. 21 -30
6. 3 1-40
7. More than 40 hours a week

6. Ph . D .

7. Specialty Degree (please
specify) ____ _

Your age:

In general wou ld you say you 've had (I)
ve1y little, (2) some, or (3) a lot of
experience with babies and young
children?
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We are interested in the different kinds of expectation s you have for yourself as a father
w hen your child is three month s o ld . Please respond on a scale from I to 5, where I
means "None at all" and 5 means "A lot "
None-------------A lot
I How much time do you expect you and you r child will spend
together alone (when no one else is around)?

2

3

4

2 . How much time do you expect you will be with yo ur child
w hen ot her people (family, friends) are around?

2

3

4

3. How often do you expect you will try to notice what your
child wants or needs by watching him or her?

2

3

4

5

4. How often do you expect yo u will t ry to get information
from others about what your child wants or needs?

2

3

4

5

5. How o ften do you expect that you will give your child hugs,
kisses, a smile, or other signs o f affection?

2

3

4

5

6. How often do you expect that you will read to yo ur chi ld?

2

3

4

5

7. How much time do you expect you wi ll work (either at your
job or at school) to give yo ur child a better life?

2

4

5

8. How much time do you expect you will help your wife with
her role as mother?

2

4

5

3

5

on

Now, please think now about how
en you expect to participate in child care activities
when yo ur child is about 3 month s o ld. Please mark in the right-hand column how often
(per week) you expect yo u ' ll be pa1iicipating in that particular activity when you r child is
about 3 mo nth s old .
ACTIVITY

9. feed your child
10. change diapers

II change baby 's clothes
12 . play with your chi ld

13 . read to your child
14. bath~ your chi ld

15 . calm baby down

Number of times (per week) yo u expect to do this
activity with you r child when he or she is 3 months old
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How do you remember your own father? The next eig ht questions have to do with the type
of relationship yo u had with yo ur father wh ile you were growing up Please respond on a scale
from I to 5, where I means "None at all" and 5 means " A lot. "
None--------------A lot
16. How often did you and your father spend together alone
(when no one else is around)?

2

3

4

17 . How often did you and your father spend time together
when other people (family, friends) were around ?

2

3

4

5

18 . How often did your father pay attention to yo ur needs and
interests?

2

3

4

5

19. How often did your father get informati on from others about
what you wanted or needed?

2

3

4

5

20. How often did you receive affection (hugs, kisses, or a
smile) from your father?

2

3

4

5

21 How often did your father read with you or help you with
your homework as a child?

2

3

4

5

22 . How much time did your father work to give you a better
life than he had?

2

3

4

5

23 . How much time did your father help you r mother with her
responsibilities as a mother?

2

3

4

5

Is there anything else that you ' d like to share abo ut your expectat ions as a father?

Is there anything else yo u would like to share about you r relationship with your father?
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How do you normally solve problems? How would yo u normally describe yourself? In
the left hand colu mn , please mark how well each statement describes yo u . In the right hand
column, please mark how you think your spouse wou ld answer the question about herself Use
a scale of 1-5 , where I means the statement is NOT AT ALL LIKE YOU and 5 means the
statement is VERY MUCH LIKE YOU . Use the same scale of 1-5 for answering the questions
for how yo u think your spouse would respond to these questions about herself
Not at a ll like m e-------------------Very much like
me

Myself

I

2

3

4

5

How my Sl!ouse
would res11ond
about herself?

I

2 3 4 5

I Regarding religious beliefs, I know basically
what I beli eve and don't believe.

I

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

2. I've spent a great deal of time thinking seriously
about what I should do with my life

I

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

3. I'm not really sure what I'm doing in school; I
guess things will work themselves out.

I

2 3

4 5

4 . I've more-or-less always operated according to
the values with which I was brought up .

I

2 3

4 5

5. I've spent a good deal of ti me reading and talking
to others about religious ideas .

I

2

6 . When I discuss an issue with someone, I try to
assume their point of view and see the problem
from their perspective.

I

2 3 4 5

2 3

(Note If you are NOT in school, respond as if it
asks "I'm not really sure what I'm doing in my job;
I guess things will work themselves out.")
I

2 3

4 5

1 2 3 4 5

5

3 4 5

I

2 3 4

I

2 3 4 5

7 I kno w what I want to do w ith my future.

I

I

2 3 4 5

8. lt doesn't pay to worry abo ut values in advance;
I decide things as they happen.

J 2 3 4 5

I

2 3

9 . I'm not really sure what I beli eve about religion

I

I

2 3 4 5

I 0 . I've always had purpose in my life; I was
brought up to know what to strive for.

1 2 3 4 5

I

2 3

II I'm not sure whi ch values I reall y hold

J 2 3 4 5

4 5

4 5

2 3

4 5

4 5
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I

2 3 4 5

12 . I have some consistent political views; I have a
definit e stand on where the government and
country should be headed

1

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

13. Many times by not conce rning myself with
personal problem s, they work themselves out.

1

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

14 . I'm not sure w hat I want to do in the future .

I

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

15 . I'm really int o my major; it's the academic area
that is right for me. (Note If you ' re not in school ,
respond as if it asks, " I'm real ly in to my job; it's
the ri ght place to work for me " )

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

16. I've spent a lot of time reading and trying to
make sense out of political issues.

1 2 3 4 5

1

2 3 4 5

17. I'm not really thinking abo ut my future right
now; it's still a long way off

1

2 3 4 5

1

2 3 4 5

I 8. I've spent a lot of time and talked to a lot of
peopl e trying to develop a set of values that make
sense to me .

1

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

19. Regarding relig ion, J've always known what I
believe and don't believe; I never really had any
seriou s doubts.

I

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

20 . I'm not sure what I should major in (or change
to) (N ote If yo u ' re not in school, respond as if it
asks, " I' m not sure what I should do for work or
for a living ." )

I

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

21 .I've known since high school that I was going to
college and what I was going to major in. (Note : If
you ' re not in school, respond as if it asks, "I've
known since high school what I was going to do
for a job or occupati on ")

I

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

22 . I have a definite set of values that I use in order
to make personal decisions

I

2 3 4 5

23 . I think it's better to have a firm set of beliefs
than to be open minded .

1 2

24 . When I have to make a decision, I try to wait as
long as possible in order to see what will happen.

I

25 When I ha ve a personal problem , I try to

1 2 3 4 5

1 2

3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

L _ ____ c_analyze the si tuation in order to understand it. - -

3 4 5

2 3 4 5
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I

2 3 4 5

26. I find it best to seek out advice fro m
professional s (eg , clergy, doctors, lawyers) when I
have problems.

I

2 3

4 5

I

2 3 4 5

27. It's best for me not to take life too seriously; I
just try to enjoy it.

I

2 3

4 5

I

2 3 4 5

28. I think it's better to have a fixed set of values,
than to consider alternative values systems.

I

2 3 4 5

I

2 3

4 5

29. I try not to think about or deal with probl ems
as long as I can.

I

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

30. I fi nd that personal probl ems often turn out to
be interesting challenges

I

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

3 1 I try to avoid personal situat ions that will
req uire me to think a lot and deal with th em on my
own.

I

2 3

I

2 3

32. Once I know the correct way to handle a
probl em, I prefer to stick with it.

I

2 3 4 5

I

2

3 4 5

33. When I have to make a decision, I like to spend
a lo! of time !hi nking about my opt ions.

I

2 3

I

2 3

4 5

34. I prefer to deal with situ at ions where I can rely
on social norms and standards.

I

2 3 4 5

I

2 3 4 5

35 . I li ke to have th e responsibili ty fo r handling
problems in my li fe that requi re me to think on my

I

2 3 4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

own .

3 4 5

36. Sometimes I refuse to believe that a problem
will happen, and th ings manage to work them sel ves
out.

I

2 3

4 5

3 7 Wh en making important decisions I like to have
as much informati on as possib le.

I

2 3 4 5

38 When I know a situati on is going to cau se me
stress, I try to avoid it.

I

2 3

39. To li ve a complete li fe , I think people need to
get emoti onall y involved and commit themsel ves to
specific values and ideals

I

2 3 4 5

40. I fin d it's best to reiy on the advice of close
fri end s or relati ves when I have a probl em.

I

2 3

I

2

I

2 3

I

2

I

2 3

I

2

3 4 5

4 5

3 4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5
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This next section has to do with )'Ou and your spouse (partner). Most persons have
in their relationships. Please indicate below the approximate extent of agreement or
disagreement between ) 'OU and your partner for eac h item on the following list.

dis~tgrccmcnts

Always
Agree

Almost
Always
Agree

Occa-

Fre-

sionally
Agree

quently
Disagree

I. Religious matters

5

4

2

2. Demonstrations of affection

5

4

2

3. Making major decisions

5

4

2

4. Sex relation s

5

4

2

5. Conventionalit y (correct or

5

4

3

2

5

4

3

2

All the
time

More
often
than not

Occasionally

Rarely

Never

4

5

5

Always
Disagree

proper behavior)
6. Career decisions

7. How often do you discuss or
have you considered di vorce,
separation , or terminating your
relationship?

2

8. How often do you and your
partner quarrel?

2

3

4

9. Do you ever regret that you are
married (or li vi ng together)?

2

3

4

10. How often do you and you r
mate "get o n each other's nerves"?

2

4

5
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Every

!2l!Y
I I Do you and your mate
engage in o ut side interests
together?

Almost
Every

!2l!Y

Occasio nally

2

5

4

How often would you say the foll owi ng events occur between you and your mate?

O nce or
twice a
week

ever

Once
or
twice a
month

2

3

4

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Hard ly
Never

12 . Have a stim ul ating

Once

l!Mv

excha nge o f ideas
13. Work together on
a project
14 . Calmly discuss someth ing

To pr·ov ide feedback for the Prenatal programs, please answer the following questions.

Do yo u want to be with your wife or partner when your baby is born? Why or why not?

In w hat ways do you think your prenatal class was helpfu l?

What information could your prenatal class share that wou ld have been helpful to you?

What ad vice wou ld you gi ve to couples who are preparing to become parents?
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In the left hand column, please mark how well each statement describes your beli efs about
fa therhood. Use a scal e of 1-5, where I means that you STRONGLY AG REE with that
statement and 5 mea ns you STRO GL Y DISAG REE with that stat ement.

Stronglx Agree~ Stronglx Disagree
2

3

4

I. Only fathers who spend a lot of time with their
babies really love them.

2

3

4

2. Mot hers know more about good parenting than
father s.

2

3

4

5

3. It's okay if fathers don ' t spend a lot of time with
their baby, so long as the mother can spend a lot of
time with the baby.

2

3

4

5

4. A father should wait to be more involved with hi s
baby unti l the baby is older because a baby really needs
to spend as much time with the mom as possible.

2

3

4

5. Mot hers act as a guide or model for how fathers
shou ld act with their babi es.
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We woul d like to contact you once your child is about th ree months old . Please provide the information
below so that we can con tact you at that time.

Your name._ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Your Address._ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ __

Your phone number_ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __
Your spouse' s name_ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __

Your mother' s contact information :
Full name:_ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _
City:_ __ _ __ _

State:_ _ _ _ _ _ _.Zip:_ _ _ _ __

Phone:_ __ _ _ _ __ _ __

You r father ' s contact information :
Full name:_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ __
Address: _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
C ity:_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Statc:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _

___ __ _

Phone :_ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

Two people NOT living with you who would know hov.' to contact you if you move:

Full name :_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Add ress:_ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
City: _ __ _ _ __

State:_ _ _ __

Z ip:_ _ _ __ _

Phone:_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Full name: _ __ __ _ ______________ __ _ _ __ __
Address :_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ __
City :

State:_ _ _ _ __ Z ip :

Phone:_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

Where can we contact yo u in four months (if different than your present address):
Your new address _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ Your new phone number _ _ _ __ __ _ __
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION! !' !

References for Support and Services

Bear River Mental Health Services In c
90 E. 200 N. Logan, Utah
(435) 752-0750

Terry Barnes
95 W. I 00 S Ste 120, Logan, Utah
(43 5) 753 -0272

Carol Bauma nn, Ph .D ., LCSW
167 E. 200 N. Ste 3, Logan , Utah
(435) 563-1408

Child and Fami ly Support Center
380 W. 1400 N., Logan, Utah
(435) 752-8880

Kim Open shaw
95 W. I 00 S Ste 120, Logan, Utah
( 435) 753-7332

USU Marriage and Family Therapy C lini c
493 N. 700 E. Logan, Utah
(435) 753-2632

USU Psycho logy Community Clinic
Emma Eccles Jones Ed ucation Bui lding Logan, Utah
(435) 797-340 I
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Appendix D
Psychometric Properti es fo r the Personal Expectations Measure
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Initial factor analyses and reliability estimates were run to determine whether the
proposed model for father involvement shou ld be used for this study. The proposed model for
father in volvement can be found in Table 2 The initial factor analysis (eigenvalues> 1.0, varimax
rotation) for the mothers' reports of ex pected father involvement yielded three factors, while
the factor analysis for the fathers ' report s resu lted in only two factors . Moreover, multiple
items from the mothers' data were indi scrimenent (when comparing loadings) between factors,
thu s creating confusion regarding how it related to the original father involvement model.
Table 2

Proposed Model of Father Involvement

Domain

Direct

Indirect

T ime

How much time do you expect you and your
child will spend together when no one else is
around?

How much time do you expect
you will be with your child
when other people (family,
friends) are around?

Awareness

How often do you expect you wi ll try to
noti ce what your child want s o r needs by
watching him or her?

How often do you expect you
will try to get information from
others about what your child
wants or needs?

Support

How often do you expect that you will give
your child hugs, ki sses, or a sm ile?

How much time do you expect
you will work (either at your
job or at school) to give your
child a better life?

How often do you expect that you will read
to your child?

How much time do you expect
you will help your wife with
her role as mother?

Note : All responses range on a scale between None (I) to A lot (5)
Using the factor analysis from the fathers, it was proposed that items loading on one
factor appeared to measure more " hands-on" fat her experiences, whereas the other items
reflected a less direct approach to father involvement. With this in mind , a second factor
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analysis was employed to examine whether a similar trend occurred for the mother data. This
secon d factor analysis forced the items int o two factors and used a varimax rotation. (It was
impo rtant to maintain consistency between both fa thers' and mothers ' perceptions of father
involvement to avoid confusion for interpreting "father involvement" o utcomes). A substantial
amount of overlap or simil arity existed between factors representing the mothers' and fathers'
expectations of paternal invo lvement, and a revision of the model was initiated. Factor I was
labeled " Appli ed" (or perceived to be more " ha nds-on" related work) 0 and Factor 2 was labeled
" Indirect "
Reli abilit y estimates for the fo ur-i tem measure of Applied father involvement yielded a
Cronbach ' s alpha of .57 (n=95) for the fathers and a .49 (n=94) for the mothers . Estimates of
reliability for the Indi rect factor were also low . 50 for the female s (n=95) and .57 for the males
(n=95). respecti vely. Given that the fact or analyses failed to provide consistent ur reliable
factors (between mother and child), all eight items were retained. Alpha coefficient s for the
original Personal Expectati ons measure (eight it ems) were acceptabl e, with a .62 (n=94) for the
females , and .68 (n=95) fo r the males.

It is interesting to note the simi larit ies and differences between fathers and mothers
regarding categorical expectati ons for fath er involvement Assuming " Appli ed" and "Indirect"
adequately represent th e two factors (see Table 13), both expectant fath ers and expectant
mothers tend to agree that providing affection and reading to a child are good representations
of"hand s-on" relat ed fat her involvement They also agree that (I) the time the father spend s
w ith hi s child when other people are also around the child , and (2) gathering outside sources of
informati on regarding their child , should be viewed as " Indirect" form s of father involvement.
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Table 12

Factor Analysis for the Personal Expectations Measure

Factor I

Factor 2

"Applied"

"Indirect"

Father

Factor

Mother

Father

Mother

Assigned

Affection

.73

.7 1

- OS

- 06

Appli ed

Reading

.65

.64

. 14

19

Applied

Work/ Employment

.38

.67

.32

.03

Applied

He lping mother

76

.09

.53

Appli ed

.33

Direct Observat ion

45

47

.60

.56

Indirect

Indirect Observation

-OS

-. II

.85

.61

Indirect

Direct Tim e

45

-.03

.39

.5 I

Indirect

Indirect Time

.07

. 19

.6 1

.74

Indi rect

When th e type of father invol vement spilled over int o the father's or mo thers' traditio nal
or stereotypical territ ory, it is interesting that thnt parent viewed the specific type of
involvement in mo re complex ways. Fathers viewed their employment (traditionally a male role)
as both Applied and Indirect methods for father involvement, w hereas the mothers saw father
work (or employment) as di stinctly Applied father involvement. The mothers viewed father
in volvement via helping hi s spouse in her role as mother (or the fem ale role) as both Applied
and Indi rect, w hereas the fathers viewed it exclusively as Applied father invo lvement.
Time spent one-on-one wi th the child also yielded interesting resu lt s, w here fathers
beli eved that one-on-one time spanned across both types of involvement (Applied and Indirect),
but mothers saw one-on-one time between fath er and child as Indirect involvement only. This
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supports the not io n that men may view father invo lvement (at least , more so than their female
counterpart s) as " being there" or by hi s presence, and women require specific action (in
additi on to presence) for that kind of involvement to be viewed as " Applied" or " hands-on ."
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JERRY L. COO K
CERTIFIED FAMILY LIFE EDUCATOR
Department of Family and Human Development

P 0 . Box 239

Utah State University

Newton, UT 84327

Logan, UT 84322-2905
EDUCATION

2002*

Ph .D. Utah State University
Writing dissertation "The Transition to Parenthood : Predictors of Father
Involvement and Marital Sat isfaction for First-time Parents."
(*Anticipated graduation date) .

1998

M.S.

Utah State Un iversity.
Thesis "Congruency of Identity Style in Married Couples."

1996

B.S.

Utah State Uni versit y
Field of Major· Famil y and Human Development

1994

AS.

Ricks College, Rexburg, Ida ho .
Field of Major Psychology

GRADUATE INSTRUCTOR-UTAH STATE UN IVERSITY

Class Size/Ratings (out of 6 0)

Courses Taught

Dates Taught

FHD 26 10-Parenting and Child Guidance

Spring 2002

120/5.0

Spring 200 t

164/5. 1

Spring 2002 *

90/4.4

FHD 3 130-Research Methods

FHD 1500- lluman Development

Fall2001*

60/4.9

Spring 200 I*

90/4 .9

Fal l 2000*

45/5 .1

Fall 200 I

180/4.9
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FHD 2400-Marriage & Family

Fall 2000

175/5.1

(*Indicates Co-imtmctm)
RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

Fall 200 !-present

Int erdisciplinary Training (25 time)
Adviser Dr. Judith Holt
Responsibilities include creat ing research questions and categorically
sorting qualitative data from fiscal intermediary consumers and
participants into themes. Additional experience includes participation
with interdisciplinary teams in solving problems, becoming more aware
of services for those with disabilities, and presenting research findings to
parents of children who have disabilities.

Summer 2001

Research Assistant (50 time)
Adviser Dr. Randall Jones
Provided research information and ideas to assist the grant writing
process. Of particular int erest was the adolescent's ability to selfconstmct their bedroom environment that reinforces and reflects one's
identity

1997-2000

Fatherhood Project Coordinator (50 time)
Adviser Dr. Lori Roggman
Supervised and partici pat ed in the collection of longitudinal project data
from 220 (adult and teen parent) families to evaluate and improve the
effecti veness of the Early Head Start program in northern Utah.
Collaborated with a national network in creating and evaluating
assessment methods for interviewi ng and videotapi ng fathers with young
children, creating local project budgets and family databases, directing
team meetings and distribution of the workload, coordinating efforts of
two teams of local researchers to work with families, creating quarterly
reports, and conducting telephone and in-home interviews.

Spring 1997

Research Assistant (25 time)
Adviser Dr. Randall M. Jones
Assisted major adviser in va rious research tasks, including writing
literature reviews for adolescence, identity development , attachment, and
drug involvement topics .
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PUBLICATIONS

Cook, J. L. , & Jones, R. M. (Tn press) Congruency of identity styles in married couples.
Journal of Family Issues.
Cook, J L. (200 I) Three ingredient s for involved fathering . TOP : Tips on Parenting.
Roggman, L , Boyce, L., Cook, G. & Cook, J. L. (In press). Getting Dads Involved:
Predictors of Father Involvement in Earl y Head Start and with their Children. Infant
Mental Health Journal 23 62-78 .
Roggman, L, Boyce, L. , & Cook, J. (2002). Viewing fathers in infants ' lives: Widening the
lens. ln H. E. Fit zgerald, K. Karrak er, & T. Luster (Eds.) Infant Development:
Ecological Perspectives (pp. 193 -21 6) New York Garland Press.
CURRENT MEMBERSHIPS

National Council en Family Relati ons (NCFR)
National Fatherhood Initiati ve (NF I)
ADDITIONAL TEACHING EXPERIEN C E

Professional Presentations
200 I (March)

Parental Involvement during Adolescence and Subsequent Adult Child's
Identity (Poster Presentation) Utah Council on Family Relations, Weber
State University, Utah

Guest Lectures
2002 (August)

Predictors and Con sequences for Divorce and Remarriage. Presented to
a Marriage and Family Relationships class (FHD 2400) at Utah State
University

2002 (February)

Potential contributions of Family and Human Development students in
benefitting individuals with disabilities. Presented to an interdisciplinary
team affiliated with the Center for Persons with Disabilities, Logan,
Utah .
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2002 (March)

Generative Fathering and its Influence on the Marital Relationship: How
to Increase the Likelihood of Involvement. Presented to a Marriage and
Family Relation ships class (HID 2400) at Utah State University.

200 I (August)

Understanding Parent-Ch ild Roles and Relationships Through an
Ecological and Psychosocial Model. Presented to a Marriage and Family
Relationships Distance-Education class at Utah State University.

200 I (February)

The Economics of Involved Fatherhood. Presented to a Family
Economics: Gender, Work, and Family class at Utah State University.

2000 (November)

Fathers with infants today's fathers in infancy . Presented to an Infancy
and Early Childhood class at Utah State University.

2000 (October) .

Paternal involvement and historv. Presented to a Gender Roles class at
Utah State University

2000 (February) .

Socialization of young fathers. Presented to a Gender Roles class at
Utah State University.

1999 (November)

What fathers experience and value. Presented to an Infancy and Early
Childhood class at Utah State University .

Teaching Assistant- Utah State Uni versi ty
Spring 2000

Marriage and Family Relationships (FHD 2400).
Prepared and presented lectures on divorce, remarriage, and abuse.
Adviser : Deborah Ascione

Fall 1996

Research Methods (FJID 31 30).
Graded papers and provided lectures on various topics .
Adviser Dr. Randall M. Jones

Tutor/Supplemental Instructor
1995-1996

Various undergraduate courses at Utah State University, including
Adolescence, Human Growth and Development, and Family Finance.
Provided multipl e methods fo r individuals to learn content of classes.
Created exams, Jeopardy games, and various note taking strategies to
facilitate learning.
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Fall 1995

Peri odic visit s and sessions with a Latino indi vidu al helping him learn to
read English. Bridgerland Literacy, Logan, Utah.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE

Fall2001

Int erdisciplinary Train ee. Center for Persons with Disabilities. Logan, Utah.
Responsibilities include home visits, evaluation of research data, weekly training
seminars, and visits to programs servicing individuals with disabilities.

1994-1995

Life skills instruct or. Northeastern Services for the Handicapped . Logan , Utah .
Assisted mentally disabled men in accomplishing personal goals. Helped
improve socially appropriate behaviors, exerci se, grooming, and other life skills
(cooking, shopping, writing checks). Coo rdinated with staff for the
implementation of programs to help clients achieve their goals.

1995

Mental health technician. Family Preservation Institute, Logan, Utah. Worked
with male you th sexual offenders. Helped youth work on socially appropriate
behavior and oth er life skill s trai ning . Interacted with staff and management in
accomplishing these goa ls. Charted behaviors of youth and provided
information to the therapi st about these behaviors

1994

Teacher's Assi stant (six month du rati on) USU Children 's Hou se, Logan, Utah.
Interacted with pre-school age children in developmental and play activities.

AWARDS AND HONORS

Presidential Fell owship recipient (Fall 2000-Spri ng 200 I)
Whit soe academia scholarship (Fall 1996-Spring 1997)
Graduate Magna Cum Laude (Spring 1996)
Circle-K Volunteer Award (Fall 1993)
SE RVI CE

Fall 200 1-

Graduate Student Represent ative. Respon sibilities include di sseminating

Spring 2002

information and requests between students and facult y.

Fall

Bridgerland Literacy, Logan , Utah. Helped a Hispani c individual learn to read
English.

1995

Ill

Spring 1992

Fall

1990

Early Head Start assistant , Chica maugua, Georgia . Assisted in reading stories,
provided acti vities, and fac ilit ated coo perative behaviors among low-income
children .

Physical therapist helper. Knoxville, Tennessee. Transported patients in hospital
to rooms for physical therapy Assisted patients during physical exercises

